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Summary

The safety systems of nuclear power plants rely on low-voltage power, instrumentation and control cables.

Inside the containment area, cables operate in harsh

environments, characterized by relatively high temperature and gamma-irradiation.
Several stresses can lead to insulation aging: the degradation causes polymers to
become more and more brittle, thus no more useful as cable electrical insulation
which requires good thermal, mechanical and electrical properties. As these cables
are related to fundamental safety systems, they must be able to withstand unexpected accident conditions and, therefore, their condition assessment is of utmost
importance as plants age and lifetime extensions are required.
Nowadays, the integrity and functionality of these cables are monitored mainly
through insulation resistance, voltage withstand tests and mechanical properties.
Among the mechanical properties, elongation at break is generally considered one
of the best aging indicators, but the assessment of mechanical properties is a destructive test which requires specic laboratory. Other techniques based on thermal
analysis, such as oxidation induction time, thermogravimetric analysis and dierential scanning calorimetry are commonly used.

These techniques require small

amounts of material, but they are able to assess the cable condition only locally and
sometimes are not sensitive to aging.
The investigation of electrical aging markers which can provide information about
the state of the cable by non-destructive testing methods would improve signicantly the present diagnostic techniques.

Literature regarding the eect of aging

on electrical properties of low-voltage insulation is still lacking and the long-term
relation between physical/chemical degradation mechanisms and electrical property
variations have not been studied in detail for low-voltage cable materials.

Some

techniques like capacitance and dielectric loss tangent measurements, usually performed at power frequency and

0.1

Hz, are currently used. However, it is believed

that the variation of cable electrical properties occurs only when the cable is already
in a state of advanced and unacceptable degradation.
This work has been made within the framework of the ADVANCE (Aging Diagnostic and Prognostics of Low-Voltage I&C Cables) project, a FP7 European

iii

program.

This Ph.D. thesis aims at studying the impact of aging on cable elec-

trical parameters, in order to understand the evolution of the electrical properties
associated with cable degradation. The identication of suitable aging markers requires the comparison of the electrical property variation with the physical/chemical
degradation mechanisms of polymers for dierent insulating materials and compositions. The feasibility of non-destructive electrical condition monitoring techniques
as potential substitutes for destructive methods will be nally discussed studying
the correlation between electrical and mechanical properties.
In this work, the electrical properties of cable insulators are monitored and
characterized mainly by dielectric spectroscopy, polarization/depolarization current analysis and space charge distribution. These techniques have been developed
mainly for high-voltage and medium-voltage cables to study their performance and
aging. The assumption is that the eect of radiation and thermal stresses could be
revealed independently of the voltage level applied to the insulation. Among these
techniques, dielectric spectroscopy showed the most promising results; by means of
dielectric spectroscopy is possible to identify the frequency range where the properties are more sensitive to aging. In particular, the imaginary part of permittivity
at high frequency, which is related to oxidation, has been identied as the most
suitable aging marker based on electrical quantities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Nuclear Power Plant
Cable Aging Management

Low-voltage electrical cables are extensively used throughout nuclear power plants
(NPPs, Fig.1.1) for power transmission, control of equipment and instrumentation,
communication of signals and data. Depending on their location and application,
these cables are exposed to a wide range of environmental conditions and stresses,
involving temperature, radiation, humidity and bending; environmental conditions
could become particularly harsh inside the containment area.
Cable function often consists in directly supporting the safe operation of the facility; therefore, unanticipated or premature cable aging could lead to unavailability
of equipment important to safety or could cause plant transients and shutdowns.
Since an accident at a NPP can have catastrophic consequences, it is of critical
importance for the nuclear power industry that all components associated with the
safe operation and shutdown of the plant perform their functions during postulated
accidents, even in an aged condition.
Among the safety related cables, LOCA cables

1

need to be qualied to perform

their functions both under their normal operating conditions and under a designbasis event
life.

2

(DBE) and post-DBE conditions occurring at the end of their installed

Furthermore, the assessment of the condition of these cables is of increasing

1 Most

reactor cooling circuits use water as their cooling uid. One of the most severe accident
scenarios involves a leak in the primary cooling circuit and is dened as Loss-Of-Coolant Accident.
During a LOCA, large quantities of radioactive water at high temperature are released within the
reactor containment, resulting in high pressure, radiation and temperature. Cables qualied to 1E
LOCA ensure power is delivered to the equipment and instrument readings are fed back to the
control room under these conditions.
2 DBE: a postulated event used in the design to establish the acceptable performance requirements of the structures, systems, and components.
1
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importance as plants age and lifetime extensions are now under discussion. Extending the lifetime of NPPs to

60 (possibly even 80) years is one of the most important

concerns in the global nuclear industry. As electrical cables are one of the long life
items that have not been considered for replacement during the design life of NPPs,
typically

40

years, assessing their degradation state and predicting their remaining

lifetime are very critical issues. Finally, as new reactors are being constructed and
many others are planned for the near future, the initial cable choice and the use of
eective condition monitoring (CM) techniques to follow cable condition indicators
from the beginning, can result to be very valuable at a later time for an eective
cable lifetime management.
Cable insulation and jackets are made of polymer-based compounds, whose
degradation state is traditionally assessed through destructive methods, like tensile testing or thermal analysis. The prediction of long-term aging performance has
been practiced for years by accelerated aging tests; however, the relationship between articial and natural aging is still under discussion. The use of accelerated
thermal aging based on the Arrhenius theory has many limitations and the eect
of the dose-rate on accelerated radiation aging has been examined extensively. Accelerated testing conditions are often unrealistic, leading to a wrong evaluation of
cable remaining life which could cause expensive and unnecessary replacements.
NPP cable aging has been studied for the last two decades. Researchers have
faced the challenge of simulating the environmental and operational conditions of
low-voltage cables located inside and outside the containment and predicting the
degradation processes caused by these stressors. The challenge is even more dicult
considering that each cable manufacturer uses proprietary formulations, including

Figure 1.1.

Render image of a nuclear power plant.
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many additives (antioxidants, ame retardants, dyes, llers, curing agents, plasticizers and other chemicals for thermal and radiation stability) to the base polymer.
Additives strongly aect the aging characteristics of insulation or jacket compounds.
Furthermore, geometry and design of the cables, as well as the fabrication procedures, can aect the overall aging characteristics. Lastly, synergistic eects due to
combined radiation and thermal aging have complicated the understanding of this
topic even further.

1.1 NPP Low-Voltage Cables Overview
Three basic types of low-voltage (≤

3

1 kV) cables are used for safety functions (Class

1E ) in nuclear power plants [1, 2]:

•

power cables,

•

control cables,

•

instrument cables.

Designs and materials used for power and control cables overlap, but the current
levels in control cable applications normally are much lower than in power cables.

Power cables usually interconnect low-voltage electrical equipment, such as

switchgear, motors, motor control centers and batteries. Typical control cables are
used to interconnect the control components of a system, such as solenoid operated
valves, relays, limit switches and control switches. They typically provide the feedback signal path for component status indication, e.g. "motor running" or "valve
closed" [3]. Shielded control cables are used for protection against interference. Also
instrument cables are shielded; mechanically, the presence of a shield or tape barrier
between the inner conductor and jacket may prevent cracks or other physical damage
in the jacket from propagating into and through the conductor insulation. Instrument cables include thermocouples and present dierent conguration like twisted
pair, coaxial, twinaxial, triaxial and multipolar cables with conductors arranged in
concentric layers.
A typical boiling water reactor (BWR) requires approximately
cables,

80 km of control cables and 400 km of instrument cables.

95

km of power

Almost

1600 km of

cables could be installed in the containment building of a pressurized water reactor
(PWR). The predominant type is a low-voltage, unshielded, multipolar cable. The

3 Class

1E is the safety classication of the electric equipment and systems that are essential to
emergency reactor shutdown, containment isolation, reactor core cooling and containment, and reactor heat removal or otherwise are essential in preventing signicant release of radioactive material
to the environment.
3
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lack of a shield is a signicant impediment to electrical testing of the insulation
because there is not a xed ground reference.

Typically, cables are contained in

raceways, usually metallic conduits or cable trays, which are not generally sealed
from the environment [3]. Most of the LOCA cables (Fig.1.2) are instrumentation
and control cables with average length of

Figure 1.2.

100 − 150

m.

Examples of nuclear power plant LOCA cable design.

Metal conductors are usually made up of strands, to facilitate exibility during
installation. Copper, particularly annealed copper, is the most widely used conductor material. It is often coated with tin, tin-lead alloy, pure lead, nickel, or silver
to minimize oxidation, enhance solderability and allow operation at higher conductor temperatures. Fillers enhance the roundness of multi-conductor cables. Jackets
protect the cable from plant stressors like (see section 1.2):

•

mechanical damage during installation;

•

moisture and chemical contaminants during operation;

•

re, steam and chemical attacks in case of accident.

Electrical cables use organic polymers as insulation and jacket. The most commonly
used insulation base materials include:

•

polyethylene (PE),

•

silicone rubber (SR),

•

ethylene-propylene copolymer and terpolymer (EPR, EPDM),

•

ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA),

and relative blends. Jacket materials include:

•

chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE, also known as Hypalon),

4
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•

polychloroprene (CR, also known as Neoprene)

•

polyvinylchloride (PVC),

and again, EVA-based polymer blends. In order to minimize the release of halogens
in the event of re, PVC jackets are no longer used in the design of cables for
NPPs. In most cases, the polymers used in nuclear applications are crosslinked by
radiation or heat (vulcanized). They are manufactured by mixing the raw polymer
with selected chemicals, llers, plasticizers, accelerators and vulcanizing agents to
enhance their electrical and physical properties [3, 4].
Flame retardants are the most abundant additives and can contribute to more
than

50%

of the material weight. Due to their hygroscopic nature, they may signif-

icantly aect electrical properties, especially if reactions involving ame retardant
materials are activated by radiation. Flame retardant wire and cable materials are
divided into non-halogen and halogen-containing ame retardants. In general:

•

inorganic ame retardants include metal hydroxides, like aluminum hydroxide
(usually indicated as ATH) and magnesium hydroxide. Other compounds like
zinc borate are sometimes involved;

•

phosphorus based ame retardants comprises mainly organic and inorganic
phosphorus compounds with dierent oxidation states;

•

nitrogen-based ame retardants are typically melamine and melamine derivatives used in combination with phosphorus-based ame retardants.

Brominated ame retardants are represented by a wide range of brominated components added to materials to inhibit their ignition and to slow their rate of combustion. The llers are usually Al(OH)3 or Mg(OH)2 with high specic surface area;
they eciently contribute in heat and radiation energy dissipation, thus reducing
their eect on plastics.
Antioxidants are compounds that can act at dierent stages of the oxidation
process. Combination of two types of antioxidants, playing the role of radical trap
and hydroperoxide decomposer, is commonly used to inhibit the oxidative process
at more than one step. Hindered amines and phenols are examples of alkoxy and
peroxy radical trap antioxidants. During aging, antioxidants are "consumed" and no
longer protect the polymer. Combinations of phenolic antioxidants with phosphites
and thiosynergists (are often used.

The phosphite antioxidant reacting with hy-

droperoxide becomes oxidized to phosphate while the peroxide is reduced to alcohol
or other harmless functional group. In addition, peroxide decomposing antioxidants
are thought to be capable of reacting with the consumed phenolic antioxidant to regenerate its protective action. This explains how a combination of two antioxidants
can improve antioxidant eectiveness and provide longer service lifetimes.

5
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Lubricants are composed by metal stearates, fatty acids, acid esters or alcohols,
esters, paran waxes, amides or a combination of these components.

They are

added to reduce the shear rate during the manufacturing process, particularly if
inorganic llers are present.
Plasticizers are added to improve exibility and softness of wires and cables.
They are chemically and thermally stable; their addition also enhances the material
stability and reduces the degradation of the host polymer.
The color of wires and cables is given by organic or inorganic pigments; dyes
are available in the form of powder, liquid as well as concentrate resins. Usually, a
mixture of several dyes is required, comprising titanium dioxide or iron oxide.
In addition to the above specied components, other additives are also used, like
stabilizers, initiators, curing agents, etc; thus, the chemical composition of insulation and jacket comprises a lot of constituents of various nature and concentrations.
Cable manufacturers might choose the most suitable compounds from many products, taking into consideration their character, compatibility, stability and last but
not least, their cost.

The composition of insulation and sheath materials usually

remains trade secret and is undisclosed by cable manufacturers.
Among all the sub-components of low-voltage cables used inside the containment
at NPPs, insulation and jacket materials exhibit the most signicant degradation.
Indeed, insulation and jacket materials are directly vulnerable to thermal and radiation aging and to self-heating.

In addition, they could be exposed to accident

conditions (e.g. radiation, steam, temperature, pressure, moisture, chemical spray
and submergence).

1.2 Stressors
As previously mentioned, nuclear power plant LOCA cables are exposed to a wide
range of environmental conditions and stresses, depending on their location and application. Environmental stresses are particularly harsh inside the containment area,
where LOCA cables operate. The main stresses causing age-related degradation of
polymer-based cable materials are [5, 6]:

•

temperature (ambient room temperature, localized high temperature or radiant heat, i.e. hot spots, ohmic heating for power cables);

•

radiation dose rate and total dose (low dose rate gamma-irradiation during
normal operations, high dose rate gamma and beta radiation during accidents);

•

oxygen;

•

moisture;

6
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•

mechanical stress or manipulation;

•

ozone;

•

contaminating chemicals;

Among these, the dominant stresses are temperature, radiation and the presence
of oxygen for the majority of reactor systems; for BWR systems moisture may
also be signicant. Generally, material aging leads to embrittlement, increasing the
probability of cracking under mechanical stresses. In practice, this loss of mechanical
integrity is the prime cause of failure of low-voltage cables, resulting in the loss of
electrical integrity.
Thermal aging results from the exposure of cable materials to normal and abnormal thermal environments [6]. The normal ambient room temperature in most
plant areas results in very slow degradation of cable insulation and jacket materials.
However, localized elevated temperature or radiant heat from sources such as adjacent process lines, or inadequate ventilation (dead air spaces), can produce severe
damage relatively rapidly. Generally, the damage is limited to one portion of the
cable. Elevated temperatures resulting from thermal stratication in the ambient
air volume can age large sections of cable that are located at higher elevations within
an enclosed space. Aging of insulation can also result from ohmic losses of cable conductors, especially when the combination of ambient temperature and ohmic heating
is not properly considered for the application. Furthermore, cables are sometimes
sprayed with ame retardant solutions, which can prevent cables from dissipating
internal heat, thus resulting in higher service temperatures.

Plant areas that are

known to have high localized temperatures include:

•

main steam isolation valves (MSIVs),

•

pressurizer compartments,

•

main steam pipe tunnels,

•

compartments under turbines in BWRs,

•

electrical cabinets,

•

high-power, incandescent lighting xtures.

The absorbed dose of the ionizing radiation is practically the measure of the
energy transmitted by the radiation eld to the material. Its SI unit is the gray (1
Gy

= 1 J/kg), while the older unit is the rad (1 Gy = 100 rad).

To study the kinetics

of degradation of polymer materials under ionizing radiation, it is necessary to make

7
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reference to the absorbed dose rate which is the variation of the absorbed dose with
respect to the time,

DR = dD/dt.

Dose rate SI unit is the gray per second.

The radiation tolerance of an individual material will vary depending on the general type of material and its chemical structure and formulation. Organic materials
commonly used in nuclear plant cable applications vary widely in their radiation
resistance. Changes in the material mechanical properties (such as elongation-atbreak, tensile strength, and hardness) and electrical properties (such as dielectric
strength and conductivity) can result from exposure to radiation. Cable materials
3
exposed to a total gamma dose of less than approximately 10 Gy will experience
little or no aging eect caused by radiation exposure. The most commonly used cable materials tend to harden with irradiation except for butyl rubber, which softens
[6].
The dose rate distribution in the NPP should be known, in order to identify the
places within the plant characterized by higher dose rates. Radiation zone maps are
established when a plant is constructed, but for older plants they are not always
available. Furthermore, certain areas might have become more radioactive since the
map was established, making more dicult the evaluation of the total dose absorbed
by cable materials. Updated radiological maps and the ongoing experience can help
to determine if there are areas containing cables where normal radiation levels will
3
exceed 10 Gy during the design life of the plant.
The manipulation of cables can also result in cracking and, possibly, the exposure
of bare conductors in cables that have embrittled insulation or jacket from severe
thermal and/or radiation aging. Cable bending also should be taken into account.
As the cable is bent, the outer edge is subject to tensile stresses, dependent on the
diameter of the cable, whereas the inner section is under compressive stress. If the
bend is of a suciently small radius, the elongation capability of the aged material
can be exceeded and cracks can be initiated. The jacket can age more rapidly than
the underlying insulation, thereby more readily breaking under sucient bending
stress [5, 6, 7, 8].
Ozone chemical-attack signicantly aects only polymers containing high proportions of double bonds in the molecular chain. Of the polymers commonly used
in cables, only some of the EPR materials which are diene-containing terpolymers
(i.e., EPDM) are likely to show such eects. Moisture is another potential stressor
that has not been adequately studied in its eects on degradation of low-voltage
NPP cables. High humidity and the design of cable trunking and conduits will often
expose cables to excessive moisture.

Its presence within the cable insulation can

have a signicant eect on the electrical properties of the cables, but little is known
of its eects on changes in the mechanical properties [5].
It should be emphasized that real service conditions usually involve synergistic
eects between two or more of the listed stressors. In particular, dose rate eects
can be a major factor in the degradation of cables in plants. In many polymers the

8
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dose required to reach a specic level of degradation (Dose to Equivalent Damage,
DED) is signicantly lower when irradiation is carried out at low dose rates (e.g. at

1

Gy/h) [5].

The thermal rating (i.e. the maximum continuous temperature that the wire can
◦
withstand during its lifetime) of the insulation is typically 90 C. Common service
◦
◦
conditions [3] are bounded by 35 C-65 C ambient temperature, and total integrated
doses of

20 − 1000

kGy. In certain high elevations in the drywell of a BWR, and

close to the pressurizer electric heaters in a PWR, components such as continuously
energized solenoids experience both radiation and high temperatures (2000 kGy and
75◦ C-100◦ C). Stress factors are usually continuous in time, but may vary in intensity
depending on external events (e.g. climatic changes, plant events or hazards). For
many of the polymers of interest in cables, oxidation is the main degradation mechanism (see section 1.4). The initiation of this phenomenon can either be temperature
or radiation but the combination of both is synergistic [8].

1.3 Cable Qualication
The rst part of the qualication process is the development of a detailed qualication plan, which contains the chosen condition indicators and acceptance criteria,
and describes the limiting service environment, the chosen target service life as well
as the methodology used.
The acceptance criteria [9] are usually the limiting values of properties beyond
which the degree of deterioration is considered to reduce the ability of the cable
to withstand stresses encountered in normal service, and during and following accidents.

During qualication, a number of functional properties are tested.

The

extent of the measured properties and their acceptance criteria may vary and are
generally based on the specic cable application at the NPP. The most frequently
tested parameters are insulation resistance (IR), voltage withstand tests and mechanical properties. Other properties (e.g. capacitance, attenuation and/or signal
propagation) can also be measured. Some recommended functional properties, which
are typically measured during cable qualication, and their acceptance values are
described in Fig.1.3 [10].
Mechanical properties (such as elongation at break or a mandrel bend test) are
very important parameters.

They have no direct inuence on the functionality

of the cable but demonstrate the retention of a degree of exibility and ability to
withstand mechanical stress and vibration during normal operation, as well as during
postulated accidents. A typical recommended threshold value of elongation at break
(EaB) after pre-aging is not less than 50% absolute.
a lower value than

50%

absolute may be appropriate.

However, for some cables,
Concerning the electrical

properties, voltage withstand tests are performed on a cable coiled around a mandrel

9
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Figure 1.3.

List of the most commonly used acceptance criteria [10].

that has a diameter between

9 and 40 times the diameter of the cable (dependent on

the standard applied). The insulation resistance of a cable needs to be suciently
high to exclude the possibility of activation of the current protection systems at the
NPP for the specic installation.
Qualication may be accomplished in several ways, like type testing, operating
experience and analysis.

These may be used individually or in any combination

depending upon the particular situation [3, 10, 11]:

•

in a type test, cable samples are exposed to test conditions in order to simulate
degradation during the qualied life period and design-basis events. Based on
acceptance criteria, it is veried whether the cable is capable of performing
expected safety function at the time of a DBE, even after their in-service period. As a type test, a cable environmental qualication (EQ) test is generally
performed.

•

Operating experience on cables that were actually capable of performing their
expected safety functions under specic operating conditions is available for
environmental qualication.

In general, the operating experience on cables

10
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consists of data obtained during normal operation. Therefore, when applying
environmental qualication by operating experience, a DBE test taking must
be performed using a test cable.

•

Environmental qualication by analysis uses a theoretical approach based on
physical principles, such as the physical properties of cable insulation. Environmental qualication only by analysis is not acceptable, but must be conducted in combination with type test data or operating experience.

The preferred method of qualication is type testing, which is described in various
standards, national requirements or recommendations [1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12]. The IEEE
Std. 323 for qualifying Class 1E equipment for nuclear power generating stations [13,
14, 15] describes basic requirements for the qualication of safety-related electrical
equipment.

This standard describes principles, methods and procedures used for

qualifying equipment and maintaining, extending as well as updating qualication.
The standard provides references related to equipment qualication, but does not
provide environmental stress level and performance requirements, such as radiation
levels or LOCA parameters.
The IEEE Std. 383 for qualifying Class 1E electric cables and eld splices for
nuclear power generating stations provides general requirements, directions and
methods for qualifying Class 1E electrical cables, eld splices and factory splices
in NPPs. It addresses power, control and instrumentation cables, including those
used for communication and signals.

The purpose of this standard is to provide

specic directions for the implementation of IEEE Std. 323. The IEEE Std. 383
requires that safety-related cables and splices meet or exceed specied performance
requirements throughout their installed life, and be subjected to a quality assurance
program which includes design, qualication and production quality control [16, 17].
The standard species methods of qualication applicable to various types of NPP.
The equipment shall be subjected to the signicant type of radiation equivalent to
or greater than that expected in service, therefore, parameters like radiation levels
and LOCA prole depend on plant and reactor type.
Initial qualication of Class 1E cables includes in-laboratory accelerated aging
by means of high temperature.

The Arrhenius model gives a law to extrapolate

expected lifetime at lower temperature. A minimum of three data points, at least
10◦ C apart, shall be used. As a rough approximation, the degradation rate will
◦
increase by approximately 2 times for a 10 C rise in temperature, considering the
values of activation energy typically found for cable materials. Oven conditions can
◦
vary within the chamber by 5 − 7 C. The corresponding error in the reaction rate
would be almost

100%.

Furthermore, since the Arrhenius equation presents the

pseudo-rst-order reactions to simplify the calculations and most thermal aging of
polymers can be second-order, the presence of oxygen at a constant concentration
in the oven chamber may dominate other reactants to exhibit a single degradation
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mechanism.

A high rate of ventilation is therefore suggested to avoid stagnation

within the oven chamber and the consequent variations in temperature [3]. For non
LOCA cables, lifetime evaluation stops after thermal aging. For LOCA cables, the
initial qualication includes also radiation aging, LOCA and post-LOCA simulation
tests. The accelerated aging procedures before LOCA-simulation tests are also called
"pre-aging", as reported in Fig.1.3.
Only a few test laboratories are able to carry out simultaneous radiation and
thermal aging for cable qualication accelerated tests.

Therefore, in many cases,

such tests are carried out by using sequential aging, either thermal followed by
radiation, or vice versa.

The sequence of aging that gives the worst degradation

to the cable insulation should be chosen. Indeed, the sequence of thermal prior to
radiation exposure, as stated by IEEE Std. 383, is not essential and may therefore
be reversed, as may be desired by the qualifying agency for purposes of addressing
potential synergistic eects or, absent these, ease of completing the aging process.
In many cases, radiation aging rst is more severe for polymeric materials [10].
The present status regarding application of acceleration factors varies from country to country. As an example, the dose rate used for accelerated testing varies from

500

Gy/h to

from

10

kGy/h and the total dose applied, including accident dose, varies

250 kGy to 2 MGy.

The high temperatures and dose rates used for initial qual-

ication are likely to give unreliable results. The use of high acceleration factors and
sequential aging can introduce considerable uncertainties in determining what is an
appropriate test sequence for each type of cable material. The activation energy of
degradation can change over the temperature frame and over the composition of the
insulating material; the Arrhenius model (see section 1.5) cannot be applied across
a physical transition of the material or even if the degradation mechanism changes,
involving dierent reactions, additives migration or diusion. Finally, qualication
procedures take into account radiation and thermal degradation of cable materials but do not take into account other degradation mechanisms, like the eect of
moisture on cable materials lled with hygroscopic compounds which become more
susceptible to the eects of long term exposure to high humidity [5, 10].
Condition-based qualication (CBQ) is an improved method of environmental
qualication that provides improved condence in equipment performance, since it
requires CM techniques to be utilized following each step in the qualication process,
e.g., at intervals during the accelerated aging used to simulate operating conditions.
CM activities measure and record the level of cable degradation to keep track of
the rate of degradation of the cable being tested.

At the end of the accelerated

aging, another measurement is performed. If the samples pass the DBA test, this
last point with additional margin determines the Qualied Level of Degradation
(QLD) against which aging is managed. This will be the value with which future
CM measurements on installed cable are compared to conrm whether the condition
of the equipment remains within qualication limits [10].
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In some plants, cable deposits were installed during the installation of new cables. The deposit cables are often used in a program for periodically monitoring the
condition of the installed cables and revising the qualied life. Samples are taken
out from the deposit at predetermined intervals and subjected to accelerated laboratory aging and DBE testing. If this testing shows that the cables still retain their
required dielectric and other characteristics in DBE after the accelerated aging, a
revised qualied life is established for the installed cables. The procedure may then
be repeated well before the end of the revised qualied life, for a further extension.
Activities performed after the initial environmental qualication which aim at extending qualication for an additional period of time are commonly referred to as
"ongoing qualication". Instead of deposit cables, installed cables that are removed
and replaced with cables from the storage may be used for testing [2, 5, 10].
The aging of cables in such programs is dependent on the source of sample and
can be in-situ or at the laboratory. A "pace cable", is a cable specimen placed in
a very severe natural environment where its aging occurs quickly enough to permit
early, but more reliable, life estimates. It may even be possible to nd a location
(pace site) where the ambient temperature is also similar to the design temperature
◦
(generally of the order of 50−60 C). Experience has shown that the loop line between
the reactor pressure vessel and the steam generator is suitable for this purpose in
pressurized water reactors and the reactor water cleanup system is suitable in boiling
water reactors. In PWRs, the dose rate at this position is

1.3 to 1.5 times higher than

the values prevailing at the most exposed cable positions. The design of the deposit
can be easily adapted to the local conditions in the power plant. The methodology
is mainly suitable for new power plants or for new cable installations in older power
plants. It can also be applied to older plants, provided that installed cables can be
removed for testing and replaced by identical, unaged ones. Ongoing qualication
needs not aect plant operation since samples are required for testing at relatively
long time intervals which can be scheduled into normal maintenance periods. The
timing should be such that the qualied life of the cables being tested covers the
next planned maintenance so that any cable which fails the extended test can be
replaced within its qualied life [18].

1.4 Degradation Mechanisms
Material aging is the irreversible change of at least one of the properties of a material
submitted to its environment during its operational life. It has to be distinguished
from the transient change due to a temporary external stress. Aging always results
from a change in the physico-chemical structure. The degradation of the polymer
chains is the most important aging mechanism because it has a direct inuence on
the service performance of the material.
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Polymer degradation is the result of two main causes.

The rst is chemical

degradation due to changes in the chemical structure of the polymer sample. The
second cause of degradation is associated with physical changes in the polymer, e.g.
changes in composition due to the diusion of low-molecular-weight components,
such as plasticizer or water, out of the amorphous regions [4, 10, 19, 20]. The main
chemical aging mechanisms are:

•

scission of macromolecular chains, when two shorter chains are created by the
breaking up of one. It is usually a scission of alkoxy or peroxide radicals. The
eect is usually a mechanical weakening of the polymer.

•

Cross-linking reactions, which corresponds to the formation of a covalent link of
two adjacent macromolecules. The increment of crosslink density forms a three
dimensional network. With the increase of the density of those bonds, material
stiness usually increases too. Prolonged cross-linking causes embrittlement.

•

Oxidation, which is the main cause of degradation in the ambient atmosphere,
and is accelerated by increased temperatures and by ionizing radiation. Without radiation or other means of producing free radicals, the rate of oxidation
at ambient temperature is small.

The chemical reactions of oxidation (Fig.1.4) occurring in polyolen polymers, due
both thermal and radiation aging, are [21]:
Polymer (RH)

→ R • (polymer

radical)

+ H • (proton)

R • +O2 → R − O − O • (peroxy

radical)

R − O − O • +RH → R − O − OH (hydro-peroxide) + R•
R − O − OH → RO • + • OH (thermal
RO• → Chain

decomposition)

Scission (carbonyl, alcohol)

R − O − O • (RO•) + AX (antioxidant) → R − O − OX(R − OX) + AY

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.4)
(1.5)
(1.6)

The initiation step is the radical formation on polymer chain (1.1) by thermal or
radiation energy. The radical (1.2) reacts with oxygen to form peroxy radical, which
abstracts hydrogen from the neighbor polymer (1.3) to form the same radical of
(1.1) on polymer and hydro-peroxide. Hydro-peroxide decomposes (1.4) to poly-oxy
radical and hydro-oxy radical: poly-oxy radical decomposes (1.5) to chain scission
and oxidation products (carbonyl groups, alcohols).
with radicals to terminate the oxidation reactions.
(1.3) produces the cycle reaction, i.e.

The antioxidant (1.6) reacts
The combination of (1.2) and

the chain reaction of oxidation until the

radicals are recombined. Antioxidant stops the chain reaction by the quench of free
radicals.
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Figure 1.4.

Chemical reactions involved in polymer oxidation [21].

The radio-oxidation reactions include both chain scission and cross-linking, depending on the detailed kinetics of the individual steps in the oxidation chain reaction. These kinetics are strongly dependent on the type of radiation and additives
present in the polymeric compound and will therefore vary with the detailed formulation of the material.
The use of antioxidants is widely common in cable manufacturing. It has been
proved that antioxidants provide signicant radiation stability.

It has also been

shown that antioxidants which are eective for thermal stability are eective for
radiation stability as well. The protection of antioxidant is not linear, even if the
stabilization against radiation aging increases at large doses, as the amount of antioxidant is increased. Studies have shown that a minimum concentration of antioxidant
is required to have a signicant protection of the material. On the other hand, an
excess content of antioxidant does not contribute to reducing more the degradation
rate. If the aging temperature is higher than a specic threshold, the antioxidant
can evaporate from the polymer matrix resulting in decrease of its concentration
and accelerated degradation [4, 21, 22].
The eects of scission and cross-linking combined with oxidation vary according
to several factors, and are not easily predicted.

Chain scission without oxidation

results in a net decrease in polymer molecular weight and is evidenced by reduced
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tensile strength, hardness and Young's modulus (increased elasticity).

Crosslink-

ing without oxidation usually results in increased tensile strength, hardness and
Young's modulus.

Oxidation generally reduces the molecular weight of the poly-

mers and introduces oxygen containing functional groups. It is often characterized
by brittleness and cracking. Some results also indicated that polymers with higher
initial crosslinking density present less oxidative degradation induced by irradiation
[3].

1.4.1 Dose Rate Eects
The radiation response of polymeric materials depends on both the total dose and
the dose rate.

For a given polymer, dose rate eects will dier based on macro-

molecular structure, formulation, and environmental conditions. Dose rate eects
have an impact through both physical and chemical mechanisms. Physical dose rate
eects result from oxygen diusion into the irradiated polymer. Atmospheric oxygen
penetrates the molecular structure and interacts with the radicals created when the
polymer molecules are excited by the ionizing radiation. Chemical dose rate eects
result from time dependent oxidation reactions.
For irradiation in vacuum or inert gas environments, it is usually assumed that
there is no dose rate eect. However, if the rate of energy absorption is greater than
the rate of dissipation, this will no more be true because there will be a signicant
heating of the material.

This temperature increment will accelerate the chemical

reactions but also modify the mobility of the polymer chains and thus increase the
physical mechanisms like diusion (especially near the glass transition temperature).
For certain materials, if the irradiation takes place in air or oxygen environment,
the degradation is more severe at lower dose rate. At very low dose rates, there is
apparently a region where, for some polymers, the dose rate eect does not exist. On
the other hand, at very high dose rates, irradiation in air or in the absence of oxygen
gives similar results, since within the short time of irradiation, oxygen cannot diuse
inside the polymer. In the transition region between these two limits, irradiation
causes either the formation of peroxy radicals or diusion-limited oxidation, which
may give rise to dose-rate eects. The dose rate dependency of the degradation for
radiation aging was derived in principle from chain reactions (1.2) and (1.3). The
other dose rate eects are caused by the oxygen diusion rate into polymer materials
during irradiation at relatively high dose rate [21].
Figure 1.5 oers a convenient schematic format for discussing aging eects under
combined radiation and thermal conditions [19].

The dose to equivalent damage

(DED) for some specied degradation property is plotted against the dose rate at
a constant temperature, T1 , for both inert and air aging conditions.

The DED

might represent, for example, the dose required to decrease the elongation at break
to the

50%

absolute. The present gure schematically represents a material where
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Figure 1.5.

Dierent types of dose-rate eects which can occur in radiation-aged
polymeric materials [19].

degradation occurs slower in inert environments than in air, a common but not
universal situation. For dose-rate regions where neither chemical nor physical doserate eects occur for a given material, the DED would be independent of dose rate
and therefore be expressed as a horizontal line.
In air environments, diusion-limited oxidation will become important above a
certain dose rate. For many materials, the resulting reduction in oxidation at the
higher dose rates leads to reductions in the degradation rate. In such cases the DED
will increase with increasing dose rate, as indicated by the upward curvature of curve

II

toward the right hand side of the gure. Eventually, at high enough dose rates,

oxidation will be conned to a small region near the sample surface.

This small

amount of oxidation can often be insignicant compared to the bulk of the sample,
whose degradation occurs without oxygen contribution; therefore, the DED will then
approach curve

I,

as indicated. The dividing line between homogeneous oxidation

and heterogeneous diusion-limited oxidation, which is indicated schematically in
Fig.1.5, can be estimated using theoretical expressions or by proling experiments
directly on the aged samples [23, 24, 25].
Deviations from the horizontal behavior shown for lines

I and II must also occur

on the low-dose-rate side of Fig.1.5 because the dose rates eventually become small
enough such that thermal aging eects alone will dominate the deterioration.

In

this low dose-rate limit, the time for a certain amount of degradation will be a
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constant determined only by the time required for thermal degradation at T1 , i.e.
the applied temperature. In terms of the log-log plot used in Fig.1.5, the constant
time condition is represented by a straight line (isochrone) with slope equal to unity.
Similar arguments hold for the inert aging case (line

I)

at low dose rates.

Considering the interaction between thermal and radiation degradation, the
drop-o at low dose rates represents a true chemical dose-rate eect.
vironments, there are other types of chemical dose-rate eects.

For air en-

These will occur

whenever an important rate-limiting step in the oxidation chemistry occurs on a
timescale similar to the experimental timescale. The result will be a third class of
dose-rate eects (i.e., regions of non-horizontal behavior), yielding situations represented schematically by the intermediate drop-o region of curve

III.

This kind of

situation can be given for example by the slow reactions of long lived radicals, such
as those trapped in the crystalline regions of partially crystalline polymers.
In general, raising the exposure temperature at a given dose rate will accelerate
the degradation. Hypothetical data of samples aged at T2
equal to

50, 100

and

200

(> T1 )

with dose rates

Gy/h are plotted as the three circles in Fig.1.5. Clearly,

the asymptotic isocrone at T2 will be shifted to the right by the thermo-oxidative
acceleration factor which depends on the dierence between the two aging temperatures.
As already mentioned, temperature and radiation have synergistic eects. Depending on the conditions, there will be a predominant degradation process which
will predict the behavior of the material. A predominance chart showing the dominant process in function of the dose rate and the temperature can be used [26]:

•

Zone I: Thermo-oxidation controlled by oxygen diusion

•

Zone II: Thermo-oxidation non-controlled by oxygen diusion

•

Zone III: Radio-oxidation non-controlled by oxygen diusion

•

Zone IV: Radio-oxidation controlled by oxygen diusion

•

Curve B: Limit between thermo-oxidation and radio-oxidation

•

Curve C: Limit between oxygen controlled and non-controlled radio-oxidation

Using the chart of Fig.1.6, a critical limit value can be predicted for the irradiation
dose rate after which the oxidation of the polymer is no more homogeneous due to
oxygen diusion. When the temperature-dose rate combination is located in zone I
or IV, it simply means that the oxidation is not homogeneous within the material.
Concerning the oxygen diusion, this eect is controlled by the permeation coefcient of the polymer and the material thickness. Oxygen diusion can become rate
determinant if the oxygen present in the material bulk is consumed by reaction with
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Figure 1.6.

Predominance diagram for the mechanisms of degradation during
radiation and thermal ageing in radiation environment [26].

free radicals (generated by the irradiation) faster than the oxygen that is replaced
by diusion from the atmosphere. If this eect is important, the degradation of the
material becomes heterogeneous: high oxidation takes place at the surface of the
cable and less oxidation (or no oxidation) occurs in the bulk. At lower irradiation
rates, the oxygen has more time to diuse through the material and the oxidized
zone is deeper. This phenomenon is the major explanation of the dose rate sensitivity of polymers showing larger damage for a given absorbed dose if the irradiation
rate is low [27, 28].
An estimate of the sample thickness

L

at which diusion limited oxidation is

insignicant can be made using the relation [19]:

L∝

where

p

pPox
φ

is the partial pressure of oxygen surrounding the sample,

permeation rate and

φ

(1.7)

Pox

is the oxygen

is the oxygen consumption rate in the material. The con-

sumption rate and the permeability will also be functions of temperature and/or
radiation dose rate. The solution of this equation for a given material of thickness

L

provides the determination of line C (Fig.1.6). Line B separates zone (II) and (III),
where oxidation reactions are promoted by thermal degradation and irradiation,
respectively.
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1.5 Modeling
The goal of extrapolated predictions is to take accelerated radiation-aging data at
various dose rates and temperatures and use these data to generate predictions at
the operating temperature, under much lower dose rate conditions. This will rst
entail the separation between heterogeneously and homogeneously-oxidized samples,
in order to apply the appropriate model.
Several methods are used for the prediction of thermal and radiation aging behavior of polymeric materials through accelerated laboratory testing.

As already

mentioned in section 1.3, the most commonly used method for accelerated thermal
aging is the application of the Arrhenius equation, which describes the relationship
between rate of degradation, aging temperature and duration of exposure. According to this model, the logarithm of the lifetime is a linear function of the inverse
absolute temperature; the slope corresponds to the activation energy
oxidation reaction:
Life time

where

k

is the Boltzmann constant and

A

Ea

Ea

= Ae kT ,

for the
(1.8)

is called pre-exponential factor.

Laboratory aging aims at reproducing the type of degradation observed in operation. Conditions of testing therefore need to be carefully chosen to ensure that
the degradation mechanisms occurring in the accelerated tests are similar to those
which occur in service. In particular, the eect of oxygen on the degradation process
must be taken into account. The Arrhenius equation also cannot be applied across

Figure 1.7.

Arrhenius plot for a semicrystalline cable material [10, 11]
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a physical transition of the material (Fig.1.7). For example, in semi-crystalline materials such as XLPE, there is a crystalline melting point in the temperature range
90 − 120◦ C. In service conditions, such materials would normally be used at a temperature below this melting point. However, accelerated aging is often carried out
◦
at temperatures above 120 C where the material would be amorphous rather than
semi-crystalline, and the use of such activation energies will lead to the wrong estimation of real service life. Dierential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) can be used to
assess suitable temperature regimes for accelerated testing [10, 11, 29].
Turning to aging by radiation, four basic methods of predicting the radiation
aging behavior of cable materials have been developed in the last two decades,
based on laboratory aging test [5, 10]. These are:

•

the power law extrapolation method (Fig.1.8);

•

the superposition of time dependent data;

•

the superposition of dose to equivalent damage (DED) data (Fig.1.10);

•

the kinetic model.

All these methods use elongation at break as a function of aging time under accelerated test conditions. In each of the methods, it is emphasized that care must
be taken to ensure homogeneous oxidation conditions when assessing the results.
The methods dier mainly in the amount of data required for predicting the behavior of cable materials and in the way the test data are extrapolated to the service
conditions.

Figure 1.8.

Power law extrapolation method [5].
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The power law extrapolation method utilizes data obtained at a single temperature over several dose rates.

The DED values are assessed at each of the test

conditions and reported as a function of the dose rate in a log-log plot.
DED values for evaluation could be

EaB/EaB0 = 0.5

or

EaB = 50%

Typical
absolute.

This plot is linear in a number of polymers, particularly polyolens, allowing the
extrapolation of the DED to lower dose rates. The power law extrapolation method
can only be safely used for those service conditions where thermal degradation is
insignicant compared with radiation-induced degradation. The method has been
demonstrated so far to work satisfactorily on some polyolens, but it may have wider
applications [5, 30].

Figure 1.9.

Time-Temperature superposition for thermal aging [19]; (a) elongation
at break vs. time, (b) master curve.

The method based on superposition of time dependent data, also known as timetemperature-dose rate superposition [19], uses data on elongation at break as a
function of time in a range of combined temperature/dose rate conditions.

The

method uses the superposition principle, which has been used extensively for thermal
aging (time-temperature superposition, Fig.1.9): the data of the elongation against
the logarithm of time are superposed, to yield a master curve [19, 30].

The shift

parameters required to form this master curve are found to be related to the test
temperature and dose rate by a semi-empirical equation which has been veried for
a number of cable materials. The equation can then be used to calculate the shift
factors for the master curve of elongation against time at temperatures and dose
rates appropriate to service conditions. The superposition of time dependent data
is only possible where the general shape of the elongation versus log time curve does
not vary with changes in temperature and dose rate. This implies that all of the
degradation mechanisms are equally accelerated by an increase in temperature or
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dose rate. This is generally the case when the degradation is dominated by a single
mechanism (e.g. oxidation), as occurs case with many of the commonly used cable
materials. If more than one degradation process is signicant in the temperature
and dose rate range tested, then the curve shapes will not be the same and the
data cannot be superposed. The method has been successfully applied to a range of
polymers, including EVA, XLPE and EPR [5, 30].

Figure 1.10.

Time-Temperature-Dose Rate superposition using DED data as a
function of the dose rate [19].

The method based on superposition of DED data also comes from the timetemperature-dose rate superposition.

DED values are reported against dose rate

in a log-log plot, and the data are superposed using a shift factor determined by
the Arrhenius relationship.

In many cable materials, a single value of activation

energy can be used in the Arrhenius equation to superpose all of the DED data.
The superposition of DED data can be used even for those polymers which do not
have one dominant degradation mechanism.

The method does however require a

large data set to obtain sucient DED values for superposition to be carried out.
It is not very successful in those materials which show little or no dose rate eect,
but can generally be used on a wide range of materials [5, 19, 30].
The kinetic modeling method based on Dakin's law also utilizes elongation data
obtained in a range of temperature and dose rate conditions. Superposition of the
data is obtained using equations based on the chemical kinetics of the degradation.
The analysis of the dierent rate constants (radiation, thermal, pressure etc.) allows
to draw up a predominance diagram for the material.

The combination of these

approaches is useful in dening accelerated test procedures. The kinetic model can
be applied to a range of materials, including EPR and EVA. The main limitation in
its wider application is the extensive matrix of test data required [5].
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All of the methods are dependent on data being obtained at dose rates low
enough for homogeneous oxidation to occur in the test samples and assume that
the temperatures used do not span any physical transitions of the polymer, such
as crystalline melting or glass transition. At present, the laboratory aging methods
are aimed at predicting age-related degradation of cables arising from their normal
operating conditions. These test programs are not aimed at predicting the ability
of the cables to survive a DBE test.

Survivability in a DBE would need to be

demonstrated by additional specic DBE testing after laboratory aging.
It must be kept in mind that the degradation of a cable material can be quite
dierent depending on its formulation. For example, even an XLPE insulation produced by the same manufacturer, using similar raw materials, additives and curing
process can show very dierent deterioration characteristics.

The manufacturer

may use the same manufacturing procedure, but the formulations in the supplied
raw materials may have changed, altering the chemical composition of the cable insulation. Therefore, the same manufacturer may not duplicate the cable previously
supplied to a NPP. Some manufacturers have either sold or closed their businesses.
Consequently, it is dicult to develop a list with manufacturing details for tracing
the original compositions of cable material. This poses problems in comparing the
results from simulation studies on unaged cables with cables aged in operation [3].
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Chapter 2
In Search of Non-Destructive
Diagnostic Quantities
Currently, the nuclear industry depends mostly on manufacturers' qualication data
to ensure adequate cable performance, and very little testing is performed to verify

1

that cables remain reliable for long term service, except for cable troubleshooting .
With plant life extension eorts currently under way, cable condition monitoring
techniques are taking center stage both at utilities and regulatory agencies [10, 31].
The assessment of cable conditions has long been researched in an attempt to
identify an eective technique that can be used to determine the existing cable
condition, as well as to predict their future performance. Eective in-situ condition
monitoring techniques are considered an important aspect of managing cable aging.
They also play an important role in the validation of the physical and chemical
degradation models providing useful experimental data from the eld.
Related to the development of new CM techniques, is the establishment of acceptance criteria [9] that can be used to make decisions regarding the acceptability of
the condition of cables currently installed in nuclear plants (see section 1.3). While a
CM parameter may provide an indication of cable aging degradation, specic acceptance criteria are needed to determine if the current condition, which may include
degradation from "hot spots" and localized anomalies, is acceptable for continued
service.

In many cases, CM parameters provide a measure of cable physical con-

dition, such as material hardness, through destructive testing. The correlation of
these measurements with insulation electrical parameters is very important, since it
could provide useful information for the development of non-destructive condition

1 Insulation Resistance (IR) testing is a typical troubleshooting technique used by plant operators

to conrm or localize suspected or known problems; however, IR tests do not detect insulation
damage or other circuit degradation prior to very severe deterioration. In the case of low-voltage
cables, the insulation usually can provide sucient dielectric strength to prevent the detection of
degradation by these tests [1, 12]
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monitoring techniques.

2.1 State of the Art in Nuclear Power Plant Cable
Condition Monitoring
So far, it is generally accepted that a single condition monitoring technique is not
sucient to assess insulation degradation or predict remaining life, but there are a
number of new promising CM methods. A combination of tests is usually required
to provide an indication of cable degradation.

The desirable attributes of a CM

technique can be listed as follows [5]:

•

non-destructive and non-intrusive;

•

simple to use under eld conditions;

•

capable of being used during normal operation;

•

does not require disconnection of equipment;

•

the measured property can be correlated with an identiable failure criterion,
such as elongation at break applicable to commonly used cable materials and
congurations;

•

capable of identifying "hot-spot" degradation;

•

reproducible and capable of compensation for environmental conditions such
as temperature and humidity;

•

less expensive than cable replacement.

Currently available techniques can be classied as either non-destructive or destructive. Early destructive tests required large sections of cables. Replacement of the
cable to establish its condition is generally unacceptable unless the cable is representative of a large population of cables subjected to similar conditions.

Hence,

methods using very small specimens (e.g. milligrams) have been developed. These
lab tests require very small samples to be removed from in-service cables.
The following sections illustrate the CM methods which have been investigated
widely in the past, particularly focusing on measurements of mechanical properties
(i.e. tensile testing), thermal analysis (OIT, OITp, TGA), FTIR and density whose
results will be used in the discussion. For a complete description of the currently
available CM techniques see references [3, 9, 10, 12, 32].
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2.1.1 Tensile Testing
Tensile testing is used to obtain information about the mechanical properties of a
material, such as elongation at break, stiness (Young's modulus,

σ/) and strength

at break, by stretching the sample until it breaks (Fig.2.1) while recording load and
extension. Since embrittlement and structural integrity changes are very important
consequence of polymer degradation due to aging, the elongation at break has been
considered a suitable degradation-sensitive property, which is generally accepted to
assess cable functionality.

Figure 2.1.

Tensile testing machine for rubbers.

Elongation at Break has a comprehensible life-end-point criterion and its values
usually markedly change with cable aging (see sections 1.3 and 1.5). This feature
make EaB the benchmark technique to which other CM techniques are usually
compared [2, 10, 33].

Historically, a value of elongation at break equal to

50%

(absolute or relative, as specied by standards [34, 35]) has been dened as the end
of life criterion for polymer cables.

In particular, the value of

50%

EaB shall be

proved for LOCA cables by type testing.
The main advantages of EaB measurements are [5]:

•

the presence of international standards for tensile testing [34, 36];

•

the general reliability of the EaB as condition indicator. It decreases gradually
with the amount of induced degradation for most polymeric materials, this
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Figure 2.2.

Example of tensile testing measurement result of an EPDM-based
cable insulation.

degradation being either thermally or radiation induced. This is the reason
why most CM techniques have been correlated to EaB measurements.
The behavior of other mechanical properties, such as Young's modulus and strength
at break, can vary during type testing depending on materials and stress level applied.

They are often used to understand the prevailing degradation phenomena

rather than as CM indicators [37].
The main limitations to elongation measurements can be listed as follows [5]:

•

requirement of large samples. Sampling is destructive from the viewpoint of
the cable. Sampling may not be destructive from the viewpoint of the NPP if
a cable deposit is available or cable replacement has been planned;

•

for cross-linked polyolens, EaB is not often a very good condition indicator
because it remains quite constant over a long period of time and then rapidly
decreases to the end-of-life value;

•

EaB measurements may not be possible, or not be representative, if the material consists of a composite based on bre reinforced polymers or two bonded
inseparable layers.

Sample size, tensile test speed and temperature are important test parameters, which
can lead to misleading or inconsistent test results.

Therefore, it is important to

dene the test methodology and keep record of these parameters, to allow test
reproducibility [10, 38, 39]. In many cases, appropriate "dumb-bell" samples can be
cut out of cable jackets but the smaller cable insulation samples are usually tested
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as (hollow) tubes. Sample preparation it is another important procedure which can
alter tensile testing outcomes; for example, the extraction of the conductor from a
cable sample can damage the insulation, especially the most severely degraded.
Although tensile testing provides useful data for cable condition assessment, the
use of this technique as a routine CM method is not desirable, since it is destructive
and intrusive.

Furthermore, long outages are associated with cable removal and

replacement. However, the method is particularly useful where cable samples have
been placed in a sample deposit, specically for CM (see section 1.3), and the
interpretation of the results is made easier by the information reported in literature
[5, 7, 11, 12, 19, 27].
As mentioned previously, signicant reductions in elongation are only seen for
some cable materials in the last quarter of total life.

For this reason, although

elongation is used as the main indicator of degradation, other parameters which
could show changes in the earlier stages of degradation are particularly useful in
assessing the state of cables.

Examples of these degradation parameters are, for

example, oxidation induction time and temperature.

2.1.2 Oxidation Induction Time and Temperature
Oxidation Induction Time (OIT) test is carried out on small polymer samples weighing

1 − 10

mg. The samples are usually cut up into small pieces and placed in the

sample pan of a DSC. The sample is heated quickly to a predetermined temperature,
in an inert atmosphere (usually nitrogen) and once the heat ow has stabilized, the
inert gas is replaced by oxygen. After an induction period, the sample begins to oxidize and the time at which this occurs can be measured because it is associated with
an exothermic heat ow, recorded by the instrument. A typical OIT thermogram is
shown in Fig.2.3. As aging continues, the OIT usually becomes shorter.
OIT can be measured for almost all standard polymer materials used for cables
in NPPs, and it has been demonstrated to be appropriate particularly for XLPE and
EPR. Also this technique presents the advantage of being standardized [40, 41, 42].
Great care has to be taken while testing halogenated materials (PVC, CSPE, PCP)
as the degradation products from these materials can damage expensive calorimeter
cells.
The sample preparation and instrumentation for Oxidation Induction Temperature measurements (Fig.2.4) is identical to that for OIT but in this case the sample
◦
is heated at a slow ramp rate (usually 10 C/min) in oxygen [29, 43]. Oxidation in
the sample is characterized by an increase in exothermic heat ow which accelerates as the temperature increases. As the level of degradation increases, the OITp
usually decreases.
Unlike the OIT test, physical transitions such as glass transition and melting
points may appear on the DSC thermogram, as an endothermic process. In this case,
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Figure 2.3.
between

t1

Schematic example of OIT thermogram. OIT is dened as the time
and

t2 ,

whereby

t2

is given by the intersection (onset of decomposition)

of the extension of the baseline with the steepest tangent of the reaction peak. This
evaluation method is called the tangent method.

the melting point

Tm

and the melting enthalpy

∆Hc

are recorded. Real polymeric

samples usually show complicated DSC thermogram and the evaluation of the peak
evaluation is not as easy as pointed in Fig.2.5.

Figure 2.4.

Schematic example of OITp evaluation. The evaluation should be done
using the tangent method.

Since the OIT and the OITp are related to the content of antioxidants, they can
be suitable parameters for monitoring cable insulation degradation [2, 43, 44]. The
OIT measurement does not give an absolute indication of the cable condition. This
means that the end-of-life criterion is undened. Therefore, for cable insulation and
jackets which have been subjected to aging monitoring and to assessment of residual
service lifetime, the OIT values have been correlated to elongation at break, through
the use of correlation curves (property cross-plots). It is assumed, that each cable
needs its own correlation curve [44, 45].
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Figure 2.5.

Illustration of DSC parameters.
between

Tstart

∆Hc is the
Tend .

integral of the DSC curve

and

2.1.3 Density
If a polymer is aged in air, oxidation normally is the dominating cause of degradation, leading to both crosslinking and chain scission, and also resulting in the
formation of oxidation products together with the release of gases. The density of
the polymer is increased by most of these processes. The oxidation products increase
the density through the substitution of hydrogen atoms with oxygen atoms, which
are signicantly heavier. As many polymers have llers of high densities, the release
of degradation products from the comparatively low-density polymer chain leads to
a higher density through a decrease in the polymer to ller ratio. Shrinkage from a
tightening of the polymer chain is often a result from crosslinking, and this is also
a cause of an increase in density [25].
This method is considered essentially non-destructive because of the small size
of the samples required (<

1 mg).

The density can be measured in a couple of ways.

The older way consists of placing the sample in a column with a density gradient.
The sample then falls to a position where the density of the sample corresponds to
the density of the surrounding liquid. This method is time consuming, as the time
required to reach density equilibrium is comprised between a few minutes for large
samples to hours for small ones [24].
A more recent way for measuring the density is using the Archimedes' principle,
and weighing the samples, both in air and in a liquid with a density lower than
that of the polymer, on a precision balance.
determined as:

The density of the polymer is then


mair
ρliq
=
mair − mliq


ρpolymer
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where

ρliq

mair

and

mliq

are the measured weights in air and liquid, respectively, and

is the density of the liquid. This method is fast and produces results of good

accuracy [25, 46].
This method can give satisfactory information about the aging for a number
of dierent materials, for example XLPE, CSPE, EVA, EPR and PVC. However,
in many cases, the density increase is slow at the beginning of the aging, with an
increase at later stages, showing the so-called induction time-eect. Materials that
have a near-linear increase in density with aging, and show no such induction time,
include PVC and LDPE [25]. As for OIT, the results from this kind of measurements
need to be correlated to a property such as elongation at break.

2.1.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis
Termogravimetric Analysis (TGA) is a technique where the mass of polymer is
measured as a function of temperature or time while the sample is subjected to a
controlled temperature ramp in a controlled atmosphere [47, 48, 49]. Upper limit
◦
for polymer applications is usually 1000 C. A purge gas ow creates the atmosphere
that can be inert, reducing or oxidizing.

Volatile components such as absorbed

moisture, residual solvents or low molecular additives evaporate usually between
◦
ambient temperature and 300 C. TGA can give information about the chemical
structure of the polymeric macromolecules and additives thermal stability, especially
for ame retardants (see section 1.1). Sample preparation for TGA tests is the same
as that used for OIT tests. TGA can be coupled to and Gas Chromatography or Mass
Spectroscopy to enable comprehensive quantitative and qualitative determination
of the released products.

This test is usually carried out on samples that evolve

corrosive degradation products (e.g.

CSPE, whose thermal properties depend on

the number of hydrogen atoms replacement in polyethylene main chain with -Cl
and -SO2 -Cl functional groups) as the sample chambers in TGA equipment are
chemically far more robust than those used in DSC. The technique provides an
alternative thermal test method for these materials, although the data for CSPE
are limited and suggest a lack of sensitivity for thermally degraded CSPE.
Applying TGA to NPP cable materials, samples demonstrate usually bimodal
thermal decay. Four regions of the material decomposition can be identied (Fig.2.6):

− 300◦ C);

•

release of low molecular weight products and water (200

•

decomposition of pendant groups, emission of water and low molecular weight
◦
additives (300 − 420 C);

•

◦
degradation of hydrocarbon backbone (420 C-plateau);

•

residuals.
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Figure 2.6.

An example of TGA thermogram. The polymer (EVA-based insulation

and jacket) loss of mass and its rate are shown as a function of temperature.

Flame retardants in the form of metal hydroxides are the agents that at elevated
temperatures decompose emitting water according to the following reactions:

2Al(OH)3 + 1075 kJ/kg → Al2 O3 + 3H2 O

(2.2)

2AlOOH + 700 kJ/kg → Al2 O3 + H2 O

(2.3)

M g(OH)2 + 1220 kJ/kg → M gO + H2 O

(2.4)

Thermal decomposition of commonly used aluminum hydroxide takes place in the
◦
◦
range (200 − 320 C). Mass reduction below 400 C is attributed predominantly to
the release of water molecules, assuming that aluminum hydroxide is used as a ame
retardant.
TGA can be applied to EVA insulation and jacket materials.

Ethylene-vinyl

acetate is a copolymer of ethylene and vinyl acetate of various vinyl acetate weight
percentage (usually from

10 to 40%).

For the pure copolymer (without additives), a

ratio between both components determining macroscopic properties of the material
might be estimated on a basis of TGA measurements, since the decomposition of
acetic acid occurs at lower temperatures than the thermal decay associated with the
presence of other polymeric domains (hydrocarbon chains).
The activation energy of the thermal degradation and/or the service life of the
polymers might be obtained by analysis of the relationship between the temperature
and the weight of polymers using various procedures. The temperature at which the
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sample weight has decreased to
reference point.

95%

of its original value is usually taken as the

The value of this temperature depends on the level of aging in

some polymers and will tend to decrease with increased aging levels [10, 20]. Initial
thermo-oxidative degradation parameters, such as temperature of initial decomposition, activation energy of initial decomposition and time-to-failure, characterize
the rst moment of deterioration of polymer material. Therefore, the lifetime of a
polymer material could be reasonably predicted from the semi-log plots of time-tofailure as a function of

1/T .

This technique is eective for cross-correlating radiation

degradation in PVC materials [3, 50, 51, 52].

2.1.5 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy is a well-known laboratory technique for studying the molecular structure of materials.

It is performed using a

spectroscope, in which a small material sample is exposed to infrared radiation.
The absorbance or transmittance of this radiation by the material at various wavelengths is then measured. The principle behind this test is that, as radiation passes
through a polymer, atoms absorb radiation and begin to vibrate. For a particular
chemical bond, maximum vibration occurs for a specic wavelength of radiation.
By irradiating a specimen with a continuous spectrum of infrared radiation and
identifying the wavelengths at which maximum absorbance or transmittance occurs, the chemical bonds that are vibrating can be identied by comparison with
known characteristics for chemical bonds available from literature. A high level of
skill, experience and knowledge in the operation of the FTIR spectrometer, FTIR
spectroscopy and polymer chemistry is required to properly use this technique [32].
Monitoring the carbonyl region typically requires less than 10 mg of sample. The
−1
carbonyl (C=O) peak appears around 1720cm
and belongs to ketones, carboxylic
acid and aldehydes. This peak is a direct indicator of polymer oxidation. Another
−1
important wavelenght is 2900cm , and represents the C-H stretching of −CH2 bond
that is part of the polymer's backbone structure. The magnitudes of the peaks in
the spectra reects the changes in the polymer molecular structure, since oxidation
is characterized by an increasing presence of carbonyl bonds and decreasing number
of

−CH2

bonds. An oxidation index can be dened as the ratio of the area of the

carbonyl absorption to the area of

−CH2

stretch absorption peak. The oxidation

index is useful for quantifying the extent of oxidation, however the technique does
not take into consideration dierent types of oxidative products, e.g.

C-O-C, C-

O-O-H, C-O-O-C, C-O-H. Additionally, it should be taken into account that these

bonds may also be present in the other constituents, like additives of the polymer
material formulation [22, 53].
The FTIR spectroscopy technique has been used successfully to characterize aging degradation for XLPE and EPR cable insulation and CSPE jacket material
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Figure 2.7.

Example of FTIR results: the carbonyl peak (≈

−CH2

stretch peak (≈

1720cm−1 )

2900cm−1 ) are indicated by arrows.

[54, 55, 56]. For materials that demonstrate (C

and the

= O) absorption band before aging,

e.g. EVA, the sensitivity of the assay is limited. It is not conclusively known how
well the method will work with other types of materials used for cable insulation
and jacket materials. Because of the variations in the polymer formulations for each
manufacturer, the eects of additives and dyes, and the non-homogeneous distribution of antioxidants throughout the material, an absolute acceptance criterion does
not exist. Variations in the testing technique, the type of refracting crystal used,
and diculties in maintain good optical contact with the specimens as they age and
become more rigid also complicate the establishment of absolute acceptance criteria.
An advantage of this technique is that samples can be obtained from very small
areas of cable; therefore, it can be considered a non-destructive technique. In addition, quantitative results are provided that can be trended over time for use in
tracking the condition of the cable. A disadvantage of the FTIR spectroscopy technique is that it is a surface examination procedure.

Under harsh environmental

condition (i.e. elevated dose rates) an oxidation gradient could develop at the specimen surface, resulting in the spectroscope detecting a higher amount of oxidation
than the average bulk value (see section 1.4).
Correlation of FTIR results for such cables with results from other techniques
that accurately reect average bulk properties, such as EaB, could be problematic.
This deviation from average bulk conditions would be exacerbated as aging temperatures increase.

More accurate estimates of bulk aging would be expected for

cable specimens naturally-aged at service temperatures, low enough to mitigate the
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establishment of an oxidation gradient within the cable material [57].
Unfortunately, FTIR is dicult to run on black (e.g. carbon-black lled) materials or materials with peaks already present in the carbonyl region before aging,
e.g. EVA. In addition, for the aging of many materials, the growth in the carbonyl
region is often extremely slow until just before failure where the growth rate of the
carbonyl peaks greatly accelerates; in such instances, condition monitoring will give
no warning of imminent failure. In addition, the growth in the carbonyl region is
often extremely slow until just before the practical end-of-life when the growth rate
of the carbonyl peaks greatly accelerates; in such instances, condition monitoring
by FTIR gives little warning of imminent end-of-life [31, 54].

2.2 The European Project ADVANCE
Among the non-metallic components of nuclear power plants, electric cables and
their assessment constitute one of the top research priorities.

This Ph.D. thesis

has been carried out in the framework of the European Project ADVANCE (Aging
Diagnostic and Prognostics of Low-Voltage I&C Cables). This project aims at [58]:

•

adapting, optimising and assessing promising electrical condition monitoring
techniques for nuclear cables that are non-destructive and can be used in the
eld to determine the current condition of installed cables over the entire
length;

•

using of condition monitoring techniques to predict remaining useful life, including the establishment of acceptance criteria and correlation of physical
cables properties to electrical properties;

•

correlating condition indicators of cables near the end of life with accident
survivability;

•

investigating new cables design and formulation adapted to full-length electrical CM techniques to provide fundamental knowledge for the next generation
of cables for future NPPs with improved diagnostic capability.

To simulate global and local aging, accelerated cable aging (thermal and irradiation) has been performed on a representative selection of cables already installed in
European NPPs as well as on new cables for future plants.

The values of condi-

tion indicators given by promising electrical CM techniques are then correlated to
those obtained with more conventional CM methods like those described in sections.
End-of-life values of cable condition indicators will be determined by appropriate
correlations and/or by tests under accident conditions.
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Figure 2.8.

ADVANCE logo.

2.3 Aim of this Work
This Ph.D. thesis aims at studying the impact of cable aging on the electrical parameters. The main objectives are:

•

to understand the evolution of the electrical properties associated with cable
degradation to identify suitable aging markers;

•

to correlate the evolution of electrical properties with the physical/chemical
degradation mechanisms of polymers for dierent kinds of cable materials and
composition;

•

to evaluate the feasibility of non-destructive electrical CM techniques as potential substitutes for destructive methods.

The electrical properties of cable insulators will be monitored and characterized
mainly by dielectric spectroscopy, polarization/depolarization current analysis and
space charge distribution; these techniques have been developed mainly for HV and
MV cables to study their performance and aging.

Quantities such as the total

stored charge density in the insulation and/or trap-controlled charge mobility could
be signicantly sensitive to aging and could be interesting diagnostic indicators
to follow.

Furthermore, processes like oxidation, cross-linking and polymer chain

scission resulting from irradiation at high temperature, aect material proprieties
such as density and degree of cristallinity.
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materials, like insulation capacitance and loss factor, are known to be sensitive to
these variations.
Since the aforesaid techniques have been shown their eectiveness mainly on HV
and MV cables, the assumption is that the eect of radiation and thermal stresses
could be revealed independently of the voltage level applied to the insulation.

A

connection between these electrical measurements and polymer structural changes
will be established through chemical-physical analysis and mechanical analysis, in
order to understand how diagnostic markers are inuenced by the amount of internal polymer degradation.

This will help to dene critical values of the electrical

indicators for the residual lifetime estimation.

2.3.1 State of the Art in Electrical Condition Monitoring
Techniques
Currently, the low-voltage cable electrical parameters most often tested by NPPs
are voltage withstand and insulation resistance (IR).
Voltage withstand tests can be performed by applying a given voltage (above
the normal operating voltage) to the insulation, for a given time (typically

1

or

5

minutes but it may be more). The principle behind the test is that if defects (local
or global) are present in the cable, the high voltage will force them to fail. If the
breakdown does not occurs, the insulation has successfully passed the test.

This

test is potentially destructive and intrusive, because it requires the disconnection of
cable terminations.
For IR measurements, a DC voltage (typically

500

V) is applied to the cable for

a short period of time and the DC current is measured. Also this method requires
cable disconnection.

The insulation resistance is given by the ratio between the

applied voltage and the measured current, and it is usually expressed in

M Ω.

The

Polarisation Index (PI) is dened as the ratio of IR measurements at two dierent
times:

PI =
where in general

t1 = 60s

and

IR(t2 )
IR(t1 )

t2 = 600s.

(2.5)

For some insulations, the dielectric

absorption current decreases rapidly (see section 2.3.4) and the PI can be measured
at t1

= 30s and t2 = 60s.

In that case, the ratio is called Dielectric Absorption Ratio

(DAR).
Nevertheless, other properties, such as capacitance, attenuation, and/or signal
propagation can be measured as well on coaxial and triaxial cables. In this case, the
test is passed if the cable parameters do not change during its service period. Indeed,
it is believed that by the time a signicant change in the electrical characteristics of
the cable is found, the cable might already be well beyond the point where it needs
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replacing [10].
Most of these tests are certainly eective as pass/fail indicators of functionality,
but studies over many years in the nuclear industry suggest that there are no reliable
data yet available that allow an appropriate correlation between these measurements
and cable aging. Some of these tests require high voltages (dielectric breakdown is
a destructive test), and thus may be considered inappropriate for use on I&C cables
in-situ for fear of insulation damage.
Most of the techniques are not very sensitive to insulation degradation but can
be sensitive to conductor integrity (e.g. loose connections, corrosion of connectors).
The advantage of electrical techniques is in their in-situ and remote testing capability. Many of the electrical measurements can be performed on installed cables in
an operating plant and can often reveal problems along the whole length of a cable,
in contrast with methods that are limited to providing data at the localized point
where the sample is withdrawn (e.g. tensile testing and thermal analysis).
At present, there are no CM methods based on electrical measurements that
are applicable to CBQ programs. They are most useful in identifying and locating
problems in NPP cable systems and conrming functional performance. Literature
regarding the eect of aging on electrical properties of low-voltage insulation is still
lacking. The long-term relation between physical/chemical degradation mechanisms
and the electrical property variations have not been studied in detail for LV cable
materials. Some techniques have shown potential for measuring aging degradation,
but more research is needed to validate their use [10].
One technique for cable CM that has been studied with some success is the
measurement of the dielectric loss tangent (or dissipation factor Tan Delta) of cable
insulation. Tan Delta is a dimensionless property of a dielectric, that is determined
by the insulator's structure.

Therefore, changes in structure due to aging should

aect Tan Delta. The measurement can be carried out over a range of frequencies
at low voltages, using standard impedance bridge instruments. Normally the Tan
Delta of cable insulation is measured between conductors in adjacent cores or between single conductors and shielding, at power frequency (50

− 60

Hz). In some

cases, measurements can be carried out on jackets between shielding and an external
ground plane (e.g. metal conduit). While this technique does not require sample
removal, it does require disconnection of equipment and is susceptible to interference from electrical noise. This technique has also been shown to be very sensitive
to the detection of water ingress in cables, especially when the test is performed at
low-frequency, typically

0.1

Hz [10, 32].

Impedance measurements, including inductance (L), capacitance (C) and resistance (R) are made using an LCR instrument at specic frequencies to verify the
characteristics of the cable conductor, insulating material and the end device. Results are evaluated to determine if they are as expected for the type of circuit being
tested. Imbalances, mismatches or unexpectedly high or low impedances between
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the cable leads would indicate problems due to cable degradation and aging, faulty
connections and splices, or physical damage.

For example, abnormal capacitance

measurements are indicative of a change in the dielectric or insulation of the cable
when compared to a calculated value or baseline measurement [10].

2.3.2 Space Charge Measurement
Space charge, i.e. free charge accumulated in the insulation bulk due to traps present
in the insulation matrix, is usually associated with insulation systems subjected to
high DC voltage (HVDC). Under HVDC, in fact, a signicant amount of electric
charges (positive/negative) can be injected from the electrodes into insulation bulk
where chemical and physical traps are present. Therefore, electric charges can be
trapped for a time that is correlated to trap depth (the deeper the trap depth, the
longer the time needed for charges to escape). This may lead to space charge accumulation in the insulation bulk with an extent that depends on the density/depth of
the traps present in the insulating material. Since trap distribution is correlated to
material morphology/structure, aging can be detected by means of measurements
of space charge accumulation [59, 60, 61].

Figure 2.9.

Schematic representation of PEA measurement experimental setup.

Space charge measurements can be carried out through several techniques. The
pulsed electro-acoustic (PEA) technique [62], is a non-destructive technique for proling space charge accumulation in polymeric materials providing a good spatial
resolution of the space charge prole in the material bulk. The specimen could consist of a small plaque of insulating material or a length of a cable. A sequence of
high-voltage pulses of very short time length (5 − 40 ns) at repetition frequencies in
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the range

0.050 − 10

kHz is applied to the insulation specimen subjected to a DC

eld (Fig.2.9). Each generated pulse produces an electric force displacing internal
charges and generating pulsed acoustic pressure waves in correspondence of each
charge layer in excess with respect to neutrality. The resultant pressure pulse is detected by a piezoelectric transducer, so that the charge distribution in the specimen
under test is proportional to the output voltage prole provided by the transducer.
The output signal is amplied and visualized by a digital oscilloscope. The analysis
of space-charge proles (Fig.2.10) is restricted to one dimension: this assumption
imposes to consider that space charge density, electric eld distribution and acoustic
wave propagation can vary only along the specimen thickness.

Figure 2.10.

Examples of space charge proles recorded during the measurement.

The rst step is the estimation of the mean (absolute) space charge density from
the charge density prole of Fig.

1.2.

This quantity,

expression [61]:

1
q(t,Ep ) =
(xl − x0 )

Z

q(t,EP ),

has the following

xl

|q(x,t; Ep )| dx

(2.6)

x0

x0 and xl are the electrode positions, t is the time at which the measurement is
done, Ep is the eld, q(x,t; Ep ) is the charge prole. In order to calculate the value
of q(t; Ep ), reference can be made properly with charge proles observed during
depolarization (i.e., the volt-o ). In the following, q(t; Ep ) and q(x,t; Ep ) will be
referred as q(t) and q(x,t) respectively, for the sake of brevity, but keeping in mind
that they are actually relevant to a given poling eld Ep .
Plotting the values of q(t) thus obtained in relative value with respect to q0 =
q(t0 ), where t0 , is a reference time (generally 1 to 10 s after the volt-o ), as a
where

function of the depolarization time, the so-called depolarization characteristic can
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Figure 2.11.

Example of depolarization characteristic.

be obtained (Fig.2.11). An estimate of the average trap-controlled mobility could be
derived, in principle, through appropriate processing of charge vs time depolarization
characteristic. Apparent trap-controlled mobility is only a very rough approximation
of the mobility as usually dened, but, even if aected by signicant approximation,
can be useful for material characterization and aging diagnosis. The expression of
apparent trap-controlled mobility is the following [63, 64]

µ=
q(t)
dq(t)/dt is
where

2 dq(t)
dt

(2.7)

q 2 (t)

is the charge density that can be calculated at any depolarization time,
the slope of the depolarization curve at time t,



is an average estimate

coming from specic measurements of permittivity carried out on the specimens
tested.

Once known apparent trap-controlled mobility the trap depth could be

estimated. This is a dicult problem, which has not been solved yet in a totally
convincing way. An approximate method to obtain the trap depth distribution,

∆U ,

is described in [63] and provides the following equation:



h
∆U = kT ln µ 2
eR
where


(2.8)

R is the mean distance between localized states, e is the electron charge and h

is the Planck's constant. Therefore, the values of the trap depth can be determined
from the values previously calculated for

µ.

Space charge measurements can be performed on every kind of solid insulating
material used in cables and accessories. This technique is typically used for HV and
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MV cable insulation which are usually subjected to high eld, where space charge
accumulation is an important factor and can create electric eld distortion in the
insulation bulk. On the contrary, space charge accumulation does not constitute a
problem for the insulation of low voltage cables. Anyway, this technique can be used
as a tool to detect morphology modication of the material due to aging (radiation
and temperature).
Bulk degradation due to thermal and radiation stresses can be detected with this
method since it is associated with modication of distribution of both chemical and
physical traps. Chemical traps are characterized by chemical species present in the
matrix dierent from the polymer, e.g. anti-oxidant, contaminants, cross-linking byproducts. Physical traps can be associated with morphological non-homogeneities
of the polymer chains, particularly at the interface between the crystalline and
amorphous phase.
matrix occur.

As the polymer ages, physical and chemical changing in the

Oxidation, bond breaking, free radicals and new chemical species

formation are claimed to be the main eects of both thermal/electrical aging of
polymers. Such aging eects can alter trap density and depth, usually increasing
the number or the depth of charge traps . Therefore, quantities such as those dened
in equations 2.7 and 2.8 could be signicantly sensitive to the bulk aging caused by
radiation/temperature [65, 66].

2.3.3 Dielectric Spectroscopy
Dielectric spectroscopy (sometimes called impedance spectroscopy) measures the
dielectric properties of a medium as a function of frequency.

It is based on the

interaction of an external eld with the electric dipole moment of the specimen, i.e.
electrical polarization. The main parameter which accounts for polarization is the
complex permittivity [67]:

∗ = 0 − i00

(2.9)

This technique measures the impedance of a system over a range of frequencies,
and therefore the frequency response of the system.

There are several tools for

analyzing the dielectric response of an insulation system in the frequency domain,
−5
9
between 10
and 10 Hz, like dielectric analyzers and network analyzers.
0
The dielectric analyzer can evaluate the real and imaginary part of permittivity, 
00
−2
and  , in the frequency range 10
−106 Hz, by accurately measuring the impedance
of the specimen as a function of frequency. This instrument consists of two major
components:

•

a frequency response analyzer with a sine wave and DC-bias generator and
two AC voltage input channels. Each input channel measures the AC voltage
amplitude of an applied sine wave. In addition, the phase shift between the
sine waves applied to the both inputs is detected. In particular, each channel
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measures the amplitude and phase angle of the harmonic base wave component of a signal applied to the input. The harmonic base wave component is
measured at the frequency of the AC sine wave generator. Most other signal
components are suppressed. In addition, higher harmonics may be measured.

•

a dielectric (or impedance) converter with a wide dynamic range current to
voltage converter and a set of precision reference capacitors.

Figure 2.12.

Schematic representation of the experimental setup for dielectric
spectroscopy.

Fig.2.12 schematizes the experimental setup used for at specimens. The specimen is usually mounted in a sample cell between two electrodes forming a at
capacitor. For cable specimens, the input voltage electrode is connected to the inner conductor and the low voltage electrode to a metal sheath wrapped around the
cable.
A voltage with amplitude

V0

at xed frequency

capacitor. The result is a current of amplitude

ω/2π

is applied to the sample

I0 at the same frequency.

In addition,

there will generally be a phase shift between current and voltage described by the
phase angle

ϕ.

The ratio between

V0 and I0 and the phase angle ϕ are determined by

the sample properties (permittivity and conductivity) and by the sample geometry.
Using the complex notation, the expression for voltage and current becomes:

V (t) = V0 sin(ωt) = <(V ∗ eiωt )

(2.10)

I(t) = I0 sin(ωt + ϕ) = <(I ∗ eiωt )

(2.11)
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V ∗ = V0 ;

I ∗ = I 0 + iI 00 ;

I0 =

√
I 02 + I 002 ;

tan(ϕ) =

I 00
I0

(2.12)

For a sample with linear electromagnetic response, the measured impedance of the
sample capacitor

Z ∗ = Z 0 + iZ 00 =

V∗
I∗

(2.13)

is connected with the complex permittivity of the material by

∗ (ω) = 0 − i00 =
where

C0

1
−i
∗
ωZ (ω) C0

(2.14)

is the capacity of the empty sample capacitor, also called the reference

capacitance.
Like space charge measurements, dielectric spectroscopy can reveal bulk degradation due to thermal and radiation stresses. Morphological changes of insulating
materials due to oxidation, bond breaking, free radicals and new chemical species
formation caused by both thermal/electrical aging of polymers, can give rise to variation of polarization properties of the material,in particular the imaginary part of
permittivity which is correlated to dielectric losses.
Note that dielectric permittivity is a complex function of at least two variables,
frequency and temperature.

The investigation of the dielectric response leads to

information about dierent molecular motions and relaxation processes.

Polymer

relaxations are associated with thermally activated processes involving polymer morphology, degree of cristallinity, functional groups and dipoles resulting from oxidation. Most polymers exhibit more than one region of dielectric relaxations, called

α, β , γ

and

δ

motional processes in descending order of temperature, which result

in characteristic relaxation peaks (Fig.2.13).
In an amorphous polymer, the

α-transition

or

α-relaxation

corresponds to the

glass transition and depends upon the chemical structure of the polymer. In general,
it is found that the transition temperature (Tg ) is increased as the main chain
becomes stier. Side-groups raise the (Tg ) if they are polar or large and bulky, and
reduce it if they are long and exible.

The assignment of particular mechanisms

to the secondary transitions can sometimes be dicult since their position and
occurrence depends upon which polymer is being studied.
The interpretation of the relaxation behaviour of semi-crystalline polymers can
be extremely dicult, because of their complex two-phase structure. It is sometimes
possible to consider the crystalline and amorphous regions as separate entities with
the amorphous areas having a glass transition. It is clear, however, that as particular
molecules can traverse both the amorphous and crystalline regions, this picture may
be too simplistic.
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Figure 2.13.

Variation of Tan Delta with temperature for high and low-density
polyethylene [68].

The relaxation behavior of polyethylene has probably been more widely studied
than that of any other semi-crystalline polymer and so this will be taken as an example, even though it is not completely understood. Fig.2.13 shows the variation of
Tan Delta with temperature for two samples of polyethylene, one high density (linear) and the other low density (branched). In polyethylene there are four transition
0
regions designated α , α, β and γ . The γ transition is very similar in both the high
and low-density samples whereas the β -relaxation is virtually absent in the high
0
density polymer. The α and α peaks are also somewhat dierent in the pre-melting
region.
The presence of branches upon the polyethylene molecules produces a dierence
in polymer morphology as well as in the molecules themselves. The degree of crystallinity and crystal size and perfection are all reduced by the branching and this
can lead to complications in interpretation of the relaxation behaviour. The inten0
sities of the α and α-relaxation decrease as the degree of crystallinity is reduced,
implying that they are associated with motion within the crystalline regions. On
the other hand, the intensity of the

γ -relaxation

increases with a reduction in crys-

tallinity, indicating that it is associated with the amorphous material and it has
been tentatively assigned to a glass transition in the non-crystalline regions. The
disappearance of the

β -transition

with the absence of branching has been taken as

a strong indication that it is associated with relaxations at the branch-points. In
general, the assignment of the peaks in crystalline polymers to particular types of
molecular motion is rather dicult and often a matter for some debate [68].
A relaxation is dielectrically active only when there is a reorientation of a dipole
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moment vector and also a release of space charges. Any presence of

C=O

dipole

and polar additives will introduce dipole moments in polyethylene, which may couple
the molecular motions of a polymer to the external eld. An eective dipole moment was obtained in oxidized polyethylene due to the presence of a
and it has been suggested that the

α

C=O

group,

relaxation arose from carbonyl groups in the

crystalline region of polyethylene. Dielectrically active

β

and

γ

relaxations occur in

the disordered regions of polyethylene, and also in this case the dipoles are carbonyl
groups. Thus, it may be stated that the dielectric relaxations of polyethylene owe
their origin to the extraneous carbonyl group and/or other impurity dipoles [69].
Polyethylene has been deeply studied for HV and MV cable applications. Dielectric
spectroscopy is sensitive to aging and can reveal the eects of a wide range of degradation mechanisms, related to electrical, thermal or radiation stresses [70, 71, 72].
As previously mentioned, EVA is widely used as cable insulation and sheath
material. Vinyl acetate content has two fundamental eects that inuence the properties of EVA copolymers. The rst eect is to disrupt the crystalline regions formed
by the ethylene segments of the copolymer: increasing the VA content, at some point
between

40

and

50

wt% VA, the material becomes completely amorphous. Some of

the most important properties of EVA are in part controlled by the degree of crystallinity. The second overriding eect of vinyl acetate content results from the polar
nature of the acetoxy side chain. Thus, the polarity of the copolymer increases with
the vinyl acetate content. This increase in polarity also gives rise to a number of
interesting and important properties that are again, in part, responsible for the wide
diversity of applications for EVA copolymers [73]. Since the vinyl acetate plays an
important role in EVA radio-oxidation, it is reasonably possible to detect polymer
degradation using dielectric spectroscopy [74].
Dielectric spectroscopy measurements can be performed on every kind of insulation system (solid and liquid). In particular this tool can be easily adapted for dierent insulation systems, e.g. thick power cables, thin I&C cables, shielded/unshielded
cables, at specimens, etc. Dielectric spectroscopy measurements can be performed
on-eld on coaxial cables of any length and size. In case of multipolar non-shielded
cables the measurement can be performed considering each couple of conductors as
electrodes: the tested insulation in this case is the series of the insulation surrounding the conductors.

2.3.4 Polarization-Depolarization Current Measurement
Polarization-depolarization current measurement is a useful technique to investigate
the conductivity and the dielectric response in the time domain of polymeric dielectric materials. The measurement is constituted by two phases; the rst consists of
applying a DC voltage to the insulating material and acquire the value of the current
as a function of time; once the current has reached a steady value, the polarization
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phase is completed. The second phase starts switching o the voltage generator; the
specimen is instantly short-circuited and the value of the depolarization current is
recorded until it reaches negligible values [75, 76, 77].
During the rst phase, the transient current circulating through an insulation
may be considered as the sum of three currents:

•

the capacitive current, corresponding to the current that charges the insulation
like a pure capacitor. It's a current with a high value at the beginning which
decreases to zero quiet rapidly.

After a few seconds or tens of seconds or

more depending on the capacitance of the tested cable, it becomes negligible
compared to the current to be measured.

•

the absorption or polarization current, including dierent polarization eects
but representing at the time scale of our concern the current generated by
the alignment of polar molecules in the applied DC electric eld and by the
presence of heterogeneities in the dielectric. This current decreases slower than
the capacitive current. It may require several minutes or more depending on
the insulation quality to reach a value close to zero.

•

the conduction current (resistive or leakage current), corresponding to the
current that continuously ows through the insulation and giving the relevant
information concerning the quality of the insulation.

It is small and stable

in time for good insulations. It is large and may increase with time for poor
insulations.
Polarization-depolarization currents evaluate bulk properties of the insulation.
Changes in these characteristics, which are caused by structural changes in the
material due to various modes of deterioration such as water treeing, oxidation,
presence of contaminants, and so on, could be related to insulation aging [75, 78].

Figure 2.14.

Scheme of the Laplace transform approach for the evaluation of the
dielectric response.

The time domain analysis of the dielectric response,

g(t),

requires the solution

of linear dierential equations with time-dependent coecients. For the solution of
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these equations, the Laplace's transform can be used. A schematic representation of
this method is presented in Fig.2.14, where
system,

X(s) = 0 E(s)

is the perturbation,

G(s) = L[g(t)] represent the dielectric
Y (s) = P (s) is the polarization caused

by the electric eld. Making three assumptions:

• g(t) = 0

for

t < 0,

• g(t) = 0

for

t → ∞,

•

i.e. system initially at rest;
no permanent polarization;

linear system (superposition of the eects is allowed),

the relation between

X(s)

and

Y (s)

become:

P (s) = 0 E(s)G(s),
whose inverse transform gives the expression of

Z
P (t) = 0 E(t) ∗ g(t) = 0

(2.15)

P (t):

t

E(t − τ )g(τ )dτ

(2.16)

0
The contribution to the response of the system at time
area

0 E(t − τi ), ∆τ ,

applied at time

(t − τi )

t,

caused by the impulse of

is expressed by:

Pi (t) = 0 E(t − τi )g(τi )∆τ
Because of the third hypothesis, the overall response at time

(2.17)

t

is given by the sum

of individual contributions:

P (t) ∼
=

n
X

0 E(t − τi )g(τi )∆τ

(2.18)

i=1
where

g(τi )

is a weighting function that allow us to know at the time

of the applied electric eld on the polarization

τi

P (t)

the eect

g(τi ) is therefore
E(t) = Eu(t), the

seconds before;

an indicator of the memory of the system. Applying a step input
polarization

t,

become:

t

Z

g(τ )u(t − τ )dτ

P (t) = 0 E

(2.19)

0
knowing that:



Z


g(τ )u(t − τ )dτ

D(t) = 0 E(t) + P (t) = 0 E u(t) +
0
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As known, the polarization current density can be expressed as

Jc = Js +
where the rst term

Js

∂D(t)
∂ [0 E(t) + P (t)]
= γE +
∂t
∂t

(2.21)

is the conduction current, and the second term is the dis-

placement current. The expression of the displacement current becomes: where

δ(t)

is the Dirac delta. The displacement current becomes zero at the end of the charging
phase, so the value of the conductivity is given simply by the relation:

γ=

Jc
E

(2.22)

Once the steady current condition is reached, the voltage is removed and the specimen is short-circuited

(E = 0).

This corresponds to the application of a new

perturbation to the system, with expression

x(t) = −Eu(t)

(2.23)

which gives raise to a depolarization current. Applying the Laplace's transform, it
is possible to obtain:

Jd (t) = −0 E [δ(t) + g(t)]
For

t > 0,

(2.24)

the expression of the dielectric response in the time domain becomes:

g(t) = −

Jd (t)
0 E

(2.25)

Frequency domain analysis can be performed using Fourier's transform. Applied
to the dielectric response,

g(t),

it holds:

Z

+∞

F [g(t)] = G(jω) =

g(t)exp(−jωt)dt

(2.26)

0
providing the frequency spectrum
−1
transform P (t) = L [P (s)],

G(jω).

Starting from the expression of the inverse

Z

+∞

F [g(t)] = G(jω) =

g(t)exp(−jωt)dt

(2.27)

0
and applying Fourier's transform, the following expression is obtained:

P (ω) = 0 E(ω)χ(ω)
50
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where

χ(ω) = F [g(t)] is a complex quantity.

The real part represent the polarization

in phase with the eld, the imaginary part is quadrature component.

0

Z

00

+∞

g(t)exp(−jωt)dt
χ(ω) =χ (ω) − jχ (ω) =
0
Z +∞
Z +∞
g(t)sin(ωt)dt
g(t)cos(ωt)dt − j
=
0

0
When

ω=0

(2.29)

the imaginary part of the complex susceptibility

χ(ω)

is equal to zero

and the real part must be nite:

0

Z

∞

g(t)dt

χ (0) =

(2.30)

0

χ00 (0) = 0

(2.31)

Actually, the real part of susceptibility obtained using the FFT is associated only
0
with interfacial polarization, and is indicated with ∆χ . Indeed, it is impossible to
evaluate the contribution of electronic and dipolar polarization, since the relaxation
times associated with these phenomena are generally below 1 ms. Low frequency
property variations are usually associated with the degree of crystallinity, especially
for semicrystalline polymer. The polarization process is in this case predominantly
inuenced by the interfaces between crystalline and amorphous phases. In carbon
black lled materials, with relatively high conductivity, low-frequency polarization
is often hidden by the quasi-DC conduction process [67], with dielectric losses proportional to

1/ω .

This technique is currently used for MV and HV cables. Because on-site tests
can only be performed on de-energized cables, the tests had to be coordinated with
the regular maintenance work schedule of the utility. A large change in depolarization current could indicate advancing deterioration of the insulation and increasing
probability of failure. Long-term aging of miniature cables resulted in a signicant
increase in the area under the polarization current curve [79]. Also the short-term
depolarization currents vary with cable aging; the advantage of this technique is
the very short time required to perform such measurements. These measurements
take seconds, whereas the commonly used techniques of the long-term depolarization
current measurements require minutes or even hours [79, 80].
Concerning the possible application to low-voltage NPP cables, polarizationdepolarization currents can complete the information obtained from IR meaurements, applied in standards of LV accessories [81]. The measurement presents similar
pros and cons to those previously mentioned for dielectric spectroscopy, especially
when the properties of unshielded cables have to be evaluated.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup and Results
The following sections, 3.1 and 3.2, describe the cable selection and the accelerated
aging carried out to obtain a signicant degradation of the cable materials in reasonable times. The experimental setup for electrical testing is described in sections
3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, for space charge, dielectric spectroscopy and polarisationdepolarisation current, respectively.
described in section 3.3.4.

The experimental setup for tensile tesing is

Finally, experimental results are presented in sections

3.4.1-3.4.4.

3.1 Specimens
The selection of cables to test in the ADVANCE project was an important task,
because the results of the project are based on the initial cable choice. On the one
hand, the selection should present a wide range of dierent cable types, which are
representative of dierent NPP designs (see section 1.1). On the other hand, cable
selection must take into account the limited access to cable samples, especially those
aged in operation. Samples of operation aged cables which can be used for testing
are extremely limited. Usually, cables taken out from the containment cannot be
used because of strict waste handling requirements. In some plants, there are small
amounts of samples placed near the cables in operation which can be easily taken
out, but the length is often too short for electrical measurement and LOCA-test.
Within the EU project, each partner had the right to propose at least one cable.
Therefore,

7

dierent cables were aged and studied. When performing accelerated

aging under radiation, very high values of dose rate compared to those found in NPP
have to be used, in order to accelerate aging reactions. In these conditions, diusionlimited oxidation could in some cases produce non-homogeneous degradation along
the sample thickness (see section 1.4.1).

Furthermore, insulations and llers are

usually made of dierent materials; this fact would complicate the interpretation
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of the results. Lastly, space charge density measurements do not allow multipolar
cables to be tested. Taking into account these considerations, the cable outer sheath
and the electromagnetic shield (when present) were removed, leaving only the inner
wires subjected to thermal and radiation stresses.

When possible, the jacket was

peeled with a lathe, in order to produce at specimens (side

0.1 − 0.5

30 − 60

mm, thickness

mm) which were also aged. However, due to the irregularity of the sample

surface, the results of electrical testing are not repeatable and won't be presented
in this work.
For the aim of this Ph.D. thesis, the analysis will be focused on three cable insulating materials, i.e. XLPE, EPR-based and EVA-based insulation. The description
of the cable samples is presented below. Further information about material formulations are condential and cannot be disclosed in this work.

3.1.1 Cross-Linked Polyethylene
The XLPE insulation is taken from the LOCA coaxial cable shown in Fig.3.1. The
cable is composed of the following parts:

•

conductor: copper; solid wire, diameter:

•

electrical insulation: XLPE (almost pure); thickness:

•

three screening layers of copper/polyester tape, copper wire braid, copper/polyester

0.6

mm;

1.6

mm;

tape;

•

outer sheath: EVA-PE blend (39.5% polymer); thickness:

Figure 3.1.

4.3

LOCA coaxial cable. XLPE insulation.
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3.1.2 Ethylene-Propylene Rubber
The EPR-based insulation investigated is taken from the LOCA power cable shown
in Fig.3.2, composed of the following parts:

•

conductors: copper; stranded wire, total diameter:

•

electrical insulation: EPR-based (63.5% polymer); thickness:

•

inner sheath (ller): CSPE-based (Hypalon);

•

screen:

•

other protectors: glass silk tapes (over and under the screen);

•

outer sheath: CSPE-based (Hypalon); thickness:

2

layers of steel; total thickness:

Figure 3.2.

0.4

7

mm;

1.2

mm;

mm;

2

mm.

LOCA power cable. EPR-based insulation.

3.1.3 Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate
The EVA-based insulation investigated is taken from the LOCA measurement/instrumentation
cable shown in Fig.3.3, composed of the following parts:

•

conductors: copper; stranded wire, total diameter:

•

electrical insulation: EVA-based, crosslinked (42% Polymer); thickness:

1.3

mm;

0.6

mm;

•

inner sheath (ller): EVA-PE blend, crosslinked (36.5% Polymer) ;

•

screen: copper wire braid;

•

outer sheath: EVA-PE blend, crosslinked (36.5% Polymer).
mm.
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Figure 3.3.

LOCA measurement/instrumentation cable. EVA-based insulation.

3.2 Accelerated Aging Experiment
For the multi-stress ageing of cable samples, a factorial experiment, consisting in
the application of gamma-radiation at dierent dose rates and temperatures, was
carried out. Thermal and radiation stresses were applied simultaneously in order to
take into account synergistic eects.

Figure 3.4.
properties.

(a)

Pl

P (t)

is a generic aging indicator, related to the cable electrical

is the value corresponding to

50%

absolute EaB. (b) The cable life,

based on the electrical property, can be plotted as a function of dose rate and
temperature.

The goal is to obtain the relation between an aging indicator (based on electrical
properties) and the aging time or the total absorbed dose, at xed temperature.
Fig.3.4a shows a schematic example, where
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P (t)

is a generic aging indicator. The
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end-of-life value

Pl

should be correlated with mechanical properties, e.g.

tion at break. Once this property falls below the

50%

elonga-

absolute, the corresponding

electrical property value is taken as the end-of-life. In this way, the life

(L)

can be

plotted as a function of the dose rate and temperature (Fig.3.4b).
The accelerated aging experiment was performed by ÚJV eº a.s. (http://www.
60
ujv.cz/en/). The irradiation facility is a well-type
Co gamma-ray source, with the
cobalt placed in the center of a cylindrical irradiation chamber (Fig.3.5a). The dose
rate depends generally on the distance from the cobalt source. The dose rate gradient
within the sample depends on the sample thickness and composition (see section
1.4.1). The vertical non-homogeneity depends on the distance from the cobalt source
and its size.

To perform irradiation at elevated temperature, a thermobox was

assembled before starting the experiments. The thermobox presented two circular
heating elements in the bottom, while a fan distributed homogeneously the air inside
the thermobox. During the experiment, the thermobox is closed by a top cover.

Figure 3.5.

(a) ÚJV eº a.s. irradiation facility ROZA. (b) Samples fastened on

perforated stainless steel cylinders in order to obtain three dierent dose rates.

5
The chosen dose rates aimed at obtaining a total absorbed dose between 10
6
and 10 Gy within 1000 hours. Samples were carefully fastened on three perforated
stainless steel cylinders with diameter

0.4 m, 0.6 m and 0.8 m, in order to obtain three

dierent dose rates at the same time (Fig.3.5b). Cylinders were placed inside the
thermobox, symmetrically around the guide tube for the cobalt source. Continual
fanning of the irradiation shaft ensured periodical change of fresh air inside the
thermobox (see section 1.4.1). The temperature was recorded using a thermometer
with two sensors, while dosimetry was based on the system alanine/electron spin
resonance (ESR) spectrometry [82]. A

10

meter-long cable specimen was carefully

fastened on each cylinder. The scheduled total duration of tests is

1000

hours, for

each combination of dose rate and temperature. The cable properties are measured
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every

200

hours.

Test specications involved initially three radiation dose rates and three temperatures, i.e.

9 combinations dose rate-temperature in all (factorial experiment).

After

the rst aging experiment (Exp. 1-2-3, Table 3.1), ÚJV eº a.s. decided to replace
60
the
Co source, because of its low activity. After the replacement, dosimetry was
performed to evaluate the dose rate increase on each support cylinder. It was thus
decided to perform a new experiment at the same temperature of the rst one, with
higher radiation dose rates. This means that test specications are still composed of

9

dierent stress combinations (Table 3.1) but involve now six radiation dose rates

and two temperatures, renouncing the intermediate aging temperature. Hence, test
◦
◦
temperatures were only T3 = 85 C and T1 = 55 C. Due to the huge number of
measurements required to perform a complete factorial experiment, only one cable
was aged with all possible stress combinations.

Table 3.1.

Accelerated aging experiment identication numbers.

Exp. No.

Temperature [◦ C]

Dose Rate [kGy/h]

85

0.86

85

0.39-0.42

85

0.28-0.30

85

2.72-2.74

85

1.06-1.58

85

0.76-0.94

55

2.72-2.74

55

1.06-1.58

55

0.76-0.94

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3.3 Experimental Setup
The following sections present the experimental setup for space charge measurement (3.3.1), dielectric spectroscopy (3.3.2) and polarization-depolarization current measurements (3.3.3).

Tensile testing (3.3.4) was perfomed at the Depart-

ment of Fibre and Polymer Technology (KTH, http://www.kth.se/en/che/divisions/
polymeric-materials) in the framework of the Training and Mobility Program of ADVANCE.
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3.3.1 Space Charge Measurement
A schematic representation of the space charge measurement (PEA method) experimental setup has been previously shown in Fig.2.9. The experimental setup consists
of:

•

high voltage DC generator;

•

pulse generator (peak amplitude:
quency:

110

4

kV; pulse width:

40

Hz); the pulse generator needs, like input, a high voltage DC

ranging between

0

and

5

kV.

•

Pulsed Electro-Acoustic (PEA) cell;

•

digital oscilloscope;

•

PC equipped with software LabView for signal acquisition;

•

a GPIB card to interface computer and oscilloscope.

Figure 3.6.

ns; repetition fre-

The PEA cell for cable testing. Note the semi-conductive tape and
the pulse output connector.

The PEA cell presents the low-voltage electrode, a piezoelectric transducer and
an amplier with wide bandwidth. Each specimen was placed on the PEA cell with
the addition of a silicon oil drop to improve sample and electrode coupling. Since
low-voltage cables do not present a semi-conductive screen, a portion of the cable is
wrapped in a semi-conductive tape (Fig.3.6). At this position, the pulse is injected
through an opportune connector. The average poling eld
Experiments were performed at room temperature.
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Ep

was set to

20 kV/mm.
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3.3.2 Dielectric Spectroscopy
A schematic representation of dielectric spectroscopy experimental setup has been
previously shown in Fig.2.12. Dielectric spectroscopy is performed using a dielectric
analyzer:

•

frequency range:

•

input voltage:

•

test temperature:

10−2 − 106

Hz;

3 Vrms ;
50◦ C.

For cable testing, a cylindrical geometry like that of coaxial cables, is required.
The input voltage is supplied to the cable conductor, while an outer wire mesh
constitutes the second electrode (Fig.3.7). In order to obtain the actual values of
0 and 00 , the reference capacitance C0 has to be calculated. The control software
considers only a planar geometry, therefore the values of equivalent sample thickness

s

and electrode area

A,

has to be found using the relation:

2πl
A
C0
= = R2
0
s
ln R1
where

l

is the length of the wire mesh,

R1

the conductor radius and

(3.1)

R2

the cable

radius.
The choice of the test temperature is another important issue (see section 2.3.3).
After many tests carried out at dierent temperatures, it was observed that a higher
temperature improved test repeatability. In order to stay below the lowest aging
◦
◦
temperature (55 C), the test temperature of 50 C was chosen for dielectric spectroscopy.

Figure 3.7.

Dielectric spectroscopy. Cables are tested using a wire mesh as lowvoltage electrode [83].

3.3.3 Polarization-Depolarization Current Measurement
The experimental setup of polarization-depolarization current measurement is composed by (Fig.3.8):
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•

high voltage DC generator;

•

programmable electrometer;

•

test cell;

•

PC equipped with software LabView for signal acquisition;

•

a GPIB card to interface computer and oscilloscope;

•

a switch;

During the polarization phase, the DC generator supplies the voltage to the
specimen (switch (1) in position A). Once the current reaches a steady value, the
specimen is short-circuited (switch
begins.

1

in position B) and the depolarization phase

The current is measured by a programmable electrometer connected to

the PC with a GPIB. The resistor protects the electrometer: its value reduces the
current in case of breakdown and does not inuence the results.
One of the main drawbacks of polarization-depolarization current measurement
is the long test duration. The orientation of electric dipoles within the dielectric,
and therefore the achievement of the conduction current at steady state, can take
several hours. For this reason, a system able to test three samples at the same time
was developed. The test cell is shown in Fig.3.9.

Figure 3.8.

Polarization-depolarization current measurement. Experimental setup
scheme.

Fig.3.9 shows three samples under test. Labels A, B and C indicate the main
parts of the system:

•

(A) high voltage distributor, connected to the high voltage DC generator;
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•

(B) guard ring, in order to ground any current owing on the cable outer
surface, without aecting the measured values;

•

(C) measurement zone; as for dielectric spectroscopy, a wire mesh was used
to realize a cylindrical capacitor. For these measurements, the length of the
mesh was

Figure 3.9.

10

cm.

Polarization-depolarization current measurements. The cell used for
low-voltage cable samples [83].

All the guard rings are connected to the ground of the HVDC generator. Mea−9
sured currents are in the range of 10
−10−13 A, therefore, this kind of measurement
is very sensitive to electromagnetic background noise. For this reason, the system
was placed in a metallic box, to screen electromagnetic interferences.
The electrometers send data to a PC, by means of a GPIB card.

The acqui-

sition software was developed in LabVIEW environment. The current values were
recorded at xed time intervals and the depolarization current les can be subsequently processed by FFT. The user interface allows to set the acquisition intervals.
◦
The test temperature was set to 50 C for XLPE and EPR-based insulation,
while EVA-based insulations were tested at room temperature.

Test voltage was

optimized to obtain conduction current values above the electrometer sensitivity,
−12
approximately 10
A. After many attempts, the test voltage for the evaluation of
the electrical properties was xed to:

• Vtest = 8

kV for XLPE cable insulation;
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• Vtest = 0.6

kV for EPR-based insulation;

• Vtest = 4.8

kV for EVA-based insulation.

3.3.4 Tensile Testing
The tensile properties were measured using a load frame testing machine 3.10:

•

extension rate of 50 mm/min;

•

initial gauge length of

40

Samples were conditioned at

mm;

25◦ C

and

50%

relative humidity for

24

hours prior to

testing.

Figure 3.10.

Tensile testing experimental setup.

In the case of XLPE insulated cable, sample preparation resulted dicult because
of the cable design (Fig.3.1). The thin conductor often breaks during the extraction
and it is very dicult to produce
length of

40 mm.

70 − 80

mm long samples required for a gauge

Therefore, the tensile properties were measured using a load frame

testing machine with extension rate of 25 mm/min and initial gauge length of 20
◦
mm. Samples were conditioned at 25 C and 50% relative humidity for 24 hours
prior to testing.
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3.4 Experimental Results
The following section briey presents the experimental results of space charge measurements (3.4.1).

Then, dielectric spectroscopy and polarization-depolarization

current measurement results are instead discussed more deeply in sections 3.4.23.4.4 for each cable insulation tested, i.e. XLPE, EPR-based and EVA-based.

3.4.1 Space charge measurement results
The application of the PEA method on XLPE insulations always resulted in very low
and noisy signal amplitude. This fact was explained considering the thin conductor
which characterizes the XLPE-insulated wire, which aects the pulse propagation.

Figure 3.11.
(a)

200,

Space charge measurement patterns of EPR-based insulation after

55◦ C with irradiation
3
scale: ± 2 C/m .

(b) 600, (c) 1000 aging hours at
kGy/h. Pattern
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The main characteristic of each pattern is heterocharge formation at the anode
(Fig.3.11). Almost certainly, this charge accumulates at the interface between the
insulation and the PET lm placed between conductor and insulation. This lm is
used by cable manufacturers to improve the extrusion process. This layer, however,
can create a barrier to charge transport in the insulation. The accumulated charge
clearly increases with aging. Heterocharges may be formed when one of the electrodes (in this case the anode, where the PET lm is located) partially blocks the
extraction of charges injected by the other one. Heterocharge formation results in
enhancement of both electrode elds and reduced eld stress in the bulk as it was
appreciable for cables aged at the higher dose rates. Specimens aged at lower dose
rate however, display a very small space charge accumulation. In addition to the
heterocharge accumulating at the interface between insulation and PET foil, some
positive charge appears in the bulk of the insulation as aging proceeds.

Figure 3.12.

Variation of the maximum stored charge density with aging time for

EPR-based insulations aged at

85◦ C

with a radiation dose rate of 0.39 kGy/h.

The maximum stored charge density (Fig.3.12) slightly increases with the aging
time. Anyway, these variations are close to the sensitivity of the instrument, which
3
is (0.1 C/m ). Depolarization curves, obtained 10 s after the volt-o, are shown
◦
in Fig.3.13 for samples aged at 85 C with irradiation dose rates of 0.39 kGy/h and

1.58 kGy/h.

The depolarization curves obtained from specimens aged at

0.39 kGy/h

show almost negligible variations with the aging time. The charge slowly leaves the
insulation: after

100

seconds, the amount of charge is still the

90%

of the initial

value.
A higher dose rate leads to more evident aging eects, and the charge decay
becomes faster increasing the aging time. Higher dose rates give rise to a completely
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dierent behavior: the amount of charge after
value.

100

s is around the

50%

of the initial

The variation of the apparent trap-controlled mobility with aging is not

monotone, but depends on the applied stress level. As a result, it is not possible to
derive suitable aging indicators from this property [84].
Qualitatively, the EVA-based insulation behaves similarly to the EPR-based one.
Also in this case, the main characteristic of every pattern is heterocharge formation
at the anode, i.e. at the interface between the insulation and the PET lm. The
depolarization curves obtained testing EVA-based cable insulation were almost overlapped. This in turn means that quantities like apparent trap-controlled mobility
and trap depth distribution are not sensitive to aging.
Concluding, the application of space charge measurements to low-voltage NPP
cables can give only a qualitative evaluation of material degradation.

The inter-

pretation of the results is not easy. The amount of accumulated charge is low for
samples aged at low dose rate. Although dierences depending on the aging stress
level can be seen, the trend with aging time is not always clearly identied. Similar
considerations can be made for trap-controlled mobility and trap depth distribution.
The maximum charge after the volt-o usually does not present a monotone trend
correlated with aging. The main issue consists in the cable design: loose contacts,
small thickness, dispersive materials (additives) blurs the results of HV tests like
space charge measurements [85, 84].

Figure 3.13.

Depolarization current of EPR-based specimens aged at

irradiation dose rates of (a)

0.39
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kGy/h and (b)

1.58

kGy/h.

85◦

with
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3.4.2 Cross-Linked Polyethylene
Figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 depict the behavior of the real and imaginary part of
permittivity vs. frequency, at dierent aging times.

Figure 3.14.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity vs.

XLPE specimens aged at

Figure 3.15.

85◦

with irradiation dose rate of

0.42

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity vs.

XLPE specimens aged at

85◦

with irradiation dose rate of

In Fig.3.14, samples are aged at

85◦ C

with a dose rate of

1.06

frequency for
kGy/h

frequency for
kGy/h.

0.42

kGy/h.

Both

properties increase gradually over the whole frequency range, and the increment of
0 becomes particularly evident at low frequency. Increasing the dose rate up to
1.06 kGy/h (Fig.3.15), the polarization peak of 00 , located between 0.1 and 1 Hz,
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Figure 3.16.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity vs.

XLPE specimens aged at

55◦

with irradiation dose rate of

frequency for

1.06

kGy/h.

broadens. This is the main eect of the dose rate increase. Indeed, considering the
absolute values of the properties, some dierences are noticeable only at

200

h and

400

h of aging. The eect of aging temperature becomes clear comparing Fig.3.15
◦
0
00
with Fig.3.16. At 55 C the increment of  and  with aging time over the whole
frequency range is smaller, and the width of the polarization peak is comparable to
◦
that of samples aged at 85 C and 0.42 kGy/h.
0
00
The evolution of  and  with aging time and total absorbed dose can be
compared choosing appropriate reference frequencies. In this case:

• 0.1
• 50

Hz will be representative of the low-frequency part of the spectra;
Hz will be representative of the middle-frequency region;

• 100
Fig.

kHz will represent the high-frequency region.

3.17, 3.18 and 3.19 show the real and imaginary part of permittivity as

a function of the aging time at the chosen reference frequencies, 0.1 Hz, 50 Hz
00
and 100 kHz, respectively. All properties except  at 50 Hz show similar trends:
both properties increase linearly with the aging time and two behaviors related to
the aging temperature are clearly identiable. The eect of the dose rate can be
◦
0
noticed observing specimens aged at 85 C: the increment of  , especially in the lowfrequency range, appears smaller for samples aged at
half of the aging experiment. At

50

0.42

kGy/h during the rst
00
Hz (Fig.3.18b) the evolution of  follows an

exponential law, related to the width of the polarization peak located between
and

1

Hz which broadens with aging time and increasing dose rate.
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Figure 3.17.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at

0.1

Hz vs. aging

50

Hz vs. aging

time for XLPE specimens.

Figure 3.18.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at
time for XLPE specimens.
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Figure 3.19.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at

105

Hz vs. aging

time for XLPE specimens.

Fig.3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 show the real and imaginary part of permittivity as a
function of the the total absorbed dose, at the chosen reference frequencies,

50

Hz and

100

0.1

Hz,

kHz, respectively. When the data are reported as a function of the

total absorbed dose, the eect of the dose rate is highlighted, as a greater dose is
0
00
required to reach the same value of  and  . The imaginary part of permittivity at

50

Hz is presented in a semi-log plot in g.3.21, therefore, its trend appears linear.

Figure 3.20.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at
absorbed dose for XLPE specimens.
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Figure 3.21.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at

50 Hz vs.

absorbed

dose for XLPE specimens.

Figure 3.22.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at
absorbed dose for XLPE specimens.
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Figures 3.23-3.26 summarize the results of polarization-depolarization current
measurements carried out on XLPE insulation.
◦
For samples aged at 85 C, the conduction current decreases with aging, but its
◦
behavior is non-monotone (Fig. 3.23a). Furthermore, for specimens aged at 55 C
(Fig.3.23b), the conduction current falls below the measurement sensitivity already
after

200

aging hours. This occurrs even increasing test voltage and temperature;

above the chosen test voltage, i.e.

8

kV, the measurement became noisy because of

the inception of partial discharges.
The behavior of the investigated electrical properties at very low frequency (VLF)
∆χ0 increases with aging; below 10−2 Hz, its variation
00
with frequency is almost negligible. χ presents a polarization peak between 0.1

is summarized by Fig.3.24.
Hz and

0.01

Hz, which corresponds to the one evidenced by dielectric spectroscopy.

Dielectric losses do not show signicant variations below

0.01

Hz.

0
−3
From the analysis at VLF, two quantities were extracted, i.e. ∆χ at 10
and
00
the maximum value of χ , in order to compare their evolution with aging time and
total absorbed dose at dierent stress levels (Figs.3.25 and 3.26). Both properties
increase with aging, but considering the measurement uncertainty, it is not possible
to draw robust conclusions about the eect of the dierent aging stress levels applied.

Figure 3.23.

Polarisation current of XLPE samples aged at (a)
with a dose rate of

71

1.06

kGy/h.

85◦ C and (b) 55◦ C
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Figure 3.24.

(a) Interfacial contribution to the Real Part of Susceptibility and (b)

Dielectric Losses vs. frequency for XLPE specimens aged at

Figure 3.25.

55◦ C and 1.06 kGy/h.

(a) Interfacial contribution to the Real Part of Susceptibility at

Hz and (b) maximum value of low-frequency dielectric losses vs.
XLPE specimens.
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10−3

aging time for
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Figure 3.26.

(a) Interfacial contribution to the Real Part of Susceptibility at

10−3

Hz and (b) maximum value of low-frequency dielectric losses vs. absorbed dose for
XLPE specimens.

The results of mechanical testing are reported in gs. 3.27-3.30. Among the investigated properties, only the EaB has shown a monotone decrease which depends
both on the aging time and the aging stress level. Indeed, the Young's modulus does
not exhibit a regular trend with aging because its value is aected by a greater uncertainty (Figs. 3.29 and 3.30). Due to measurement errors caused by the reduction
of the sample length (see section 3.3.4) for testing, the EaB values are higher than
what would be expected for XLPE, but the relative changes between the samples are
correct. Possible relationships between mechanical and electrical data would also be
maintained, and since this is the main objective of this Ph.D. thesis, EaB data are
acceptable for the use.
In g.3.27, EaB values are reported in log-log plot to highlight a linear decrease,
therefore following an inverse power law.

It is noteworthy that the elongation at
◦
break decreases faster for higher dose rates, comparing specimens aged at 85 C.
Moreover the eect of the temperature is clearly visible, in particular comparing
specimens aged at

1.06

kGy/h and

0.76

kGy/h: the increment of the aging temper-

ature causes a reduction of the cable life, as expected.
Plotting the EaB vs. the total absorbed dose (Fig.3.28) the eect of the dose rate
is highlighted.

The so-called physical dose rate eect can be observed comparing

specimens aged at

0.42

kGy/h with those aged at

0.76

kGy/h: when the dose rate

increases, a larger dose is required to reach the same level of degradation. This eect
is clear at the beginning of the aging experiment, but becomes negligible above

200

kGy. Furthermore, the physical dose rate eect is blurred by the harsh aging conditions, which cause the EaB value to drop very fast when the dose rate is increased.
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Visual inspection revealed that tensile testing results are aected by the formation
of cracks on the insulation surface, i.e. local degradation. The physical dose rate
◦
eect becomes less evident for specimens aged at 55 C (Fig.3.28b). The eect of
the aging temperature is also noticeable: as expected, decreasing the temperature,
an higher dose is required to reach the same level of degradation.

Figure 3.27.

Figure 3.28.

Elongation at break vs. aging time for XLPE samples aged at (a)

85◦ C

and (b)

55◦ C.

Elongation at break vs. absorbed dose for XLPE samples aged at (a)

85◦ C

and (b)
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55◦ C.
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85◦ C

Figure 3.29.

Young's Modulus vs. aging time for XLPE samples aged at (a)

Figure 3.30.

Young's Modulus vs. absorbed dose for XLPE samples aged at (a)

◦
and (b) 55 C.

85◦ C

and (b)

75

55◦ C.
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3.4.3 Ethylene-Propylene Rubber
Figures 3.31, 3.32 and 3.33 depict the behavior of the real and imaginary part of
permittivity vs. frequency, at dierent aging times. In Fig.3.31, samples are aged
◦
at 85 C with a dose rate of 0.39 kGy/h. The real part of permittivity increases over
the whole frequency range, while for the imaginary part, the eect of radio-oxidation
appears only below

Figure 3.31.

0.1

Hz and above

Hz.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity vs.

EPR specimens aged at

Figure 3.32.

10

85◦

with irradiation dose rate of

0.39

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity vs.

EPR specimens aged at

85◦

with irradiation dose rate of
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1.58

frequency for
kGy/h

frequency for
kGy/h
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Figure 3.33.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity vs.

EPR specimens aged at

55◦

Increasing the dose rate up to

with irradiation dose rate of

1.58

1.58

frequency for
kGy/h

kGy/h, the variation of the real part of

permittivity becomes particularly evident at low-frequency. The polarization peak of
00 at about 0.3 Hz disappears after 400 hours, being hidden by conduction processes.
This is the main eect of the higher dose rate.
The eect of the aging temperature becomes clear comparing Fig.3.32 with
◦
0
00
Fig.3.33. At 55 C the increment of  and  over the whole frequency range is
slightly smaller, but the polarization peak again disappears after 400 hours.
0
00
Also in this case, the evolution of  and  with the aging time can be compared
choosing appropriate reference frequencies. Again:

• 0.1
• 50

Hz will be representative of the low-frequency part of the spectra;
Hz will be representative of the middle-frequency region;

• 100

kHz will represent the high-frequency region.

Figs. 3.34, 3.35, 3.36 show the real part of permittivity as a function of the aging
time at the chosen reference frequencies,

0.1

Hz,

50

Hz and

100

kHz, respectively.

The property increases linearly with the aging time independently of the frequency
chosen. The eect of the temperature becomes noticeable comparing samples aged
◦
◦
at 85 C and 55 C respectively; a higher aging temperature causes a further increase
0
of  with the aging time, especially after 200 aging hours. The eect of the dose
◦
rate comes out comparing samples aged at 85 C, with dose rates of 0.39 kGy/h and
1.58 kGy/h. It can be observed that the slope of both 0 and 00 vs. aging time
decreases reducing the dose rate.

Only at the beginning of the accelerated aging

procedure, the lower dose rate causes a larger increase of the property, noticeable
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Figure 3.34.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at

0.1

Hz vs. aging

50

Hz vs. aging

time for EPR specimens.

Figure 3.35.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at
time for EPR specimens.
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after

200

aging hours. Concerning

00 ,

its increment is larger at

0.1

Hz and the data

are presented in lin-log scale. At 0.1 Hz, the eect of the aging temperature becomes
almost negligible.

Figure 3.36.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at

100 kHz vs.

aging

time for EPR specimens.

Figure 3.37.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at

0.1

Hz vs. dose

for EPR specimens.

Figs.

3.37, 3.38 and 3.39 show the real and imaginary part of permittivity as

a function of the the total absorbed dose, at the chosen reference frequencies,
Hz,

50

Hz,

100

kHz, respectively.

0.1

It is interesting to note that the real part of
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Figure 3.38.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at

50

Hz vs. dose

for EPR specimens.

Figure 3.39.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at
for EPR specimens.
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00
permittivity shows always a clear dose rate eect. This is true also for  at 50 Hz
00
and 100 kHz. At 0.1 Hz the eect of the dose rate on  disappears, even comparing
specimens aged at dierent temperature.
The results of polarization-depolarization measurement are shown in Figs.3.403.46. The charging current shows (Fig.3.40a) a clear increase of both capacitive and
absorption currents, while the conduction current (Fig.3.40b) increases after the rst

200

h, but it does not present a regular trend as aging proceeds.

Figure 3.40.

(a) Polarisation current of EPR samples aged at

85◦ C with irradiation

dose rate of 0.42 kGy/h. (b) Conduction current vs. aging time for EPR samples.

From the elaboration of the depolarization characteristics, the interfacial contriχ0 , i.e. ∆χ0 , and the dielectric losses, χ00 , are obtained as a function of

bution to

the frequency. Fig.3.41 shows the behavior of these properties for specimens aged
◦
0
at 85 C with a dose rate of 0.39 kGy/h. ∆χ remarkably increases with the aging
−3
00
time below 10
Hz, already after 200 hours. Similarly, χ increases with the aging
−2
time, but the increment is noticeable already below 10
Hz.
◦
Fig.3.42 shows the results of VLF analysis for specimens aged at 55 C with a
0
dose rate of 1.58 kGy/h. In this case, ∆χ shows a sharper increase, which becomes

0.1 Hz and 0.01 Hz. After 600 hours, the property reaches a
10−4 Hz. Also in this case, the increment of χ00 caused
already noticeable at higher frequency, i.e. 0.1 Hz. A broad

visible already between

sort of saturation value below
by radio-oxidation is

polarization peak becomes clearly visible after 400 hours; this peak shifts to higher
◦
frequency as the aging time increases. Specimens aged at 85 C and 1.58 kGy/h show
0
00
a similar behavior, as conrmed by gs. 3.43-3.46 where ∆χ and χ , at the reference
−3
−4
frequencies of 10
Hz and 10
Hz, are reported as a function of the aging time
(Figs. 3.43 and 3.45) and total absorbed dose (Figs.3.44 and 3.46). The behavior
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Figure 3.41.

(a) Interfacial contribution to the Real Part of Susceptibility and (b)

Dielectric Losses vs. frequency for EPR specimens aged at

Figure 3.42.

85◦ C

and

0.39

kGy/h.

(a) Interfacial contribution to the Real Part of Susceptibility and (b)

Dielectric Losses vs. frequency for EPR specimens aged at

55◦ C

and

1.58

kGy/h.

of the investigated electrical properties conrms what was observed with dielectric
spectroscopy (cfr.

gs.

3.34 and 3.37) at 0.1 Hz. In this case however, the dose
0
00
rate eect is negligible for both ∆χ and χ (see gs. 3.44-3.46). For samples aged
00
−4
at 1.58 kGy/h, the value of χ at 10
Hz stabilizes after 400 hours; this happens
because the polarization peak shifts to higher frequency.
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Figure 3.43.

(a) Interfacial contribution to the Real Part of Susceptibility and (b)

Dielectric Losses at

Figure 3.44.

10−3

Hz vs aging time for EPR specimens.

(a) Interfacial contribution to the Real Part of Susceptibility and (b)

Dielectric Losses at

10−3

Hz vs absorbed dose for EPR specimens.
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Figure 3.45.

(a) Interfacial contribution to the Real Part of Susceptibility and (b)

Dielectric Losses at

Figure 3.46.

10−4

Hz vs aging time for EPR specimens.

(a) Interfacial contribution to the Real Part of Susceptibility and (b)

Dielectric Losses at

10−4

Hz vs absorbed dose for EPR specimens.
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The results of tensile testing are reported in gs. 3.47 and 3.48, where EaB and
Young's modulus are expressed as a function of (a) aging time and (b) dose.

Figure 3.47.

Elongation at break vs.

(a) aging time and (b) absorbed dose for

EPR specimens.

Figure 3.48.

Young's Modulus vs. (a) aging time and (b) absorbed dose for EPR
specimens.

Both properties exhibit a monotone trend which depends both on aging time and
applied stress level. The Young's modulus remarkably increases, indicating that the
material becomes stier with radio-oxidation.
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3.4.4 Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate
Figures 3.49 and 3.50 depict the behavior of the (a) real and (b) imaginary part of
permittivity vs. frequency, at dierent aging times, for EVA-based insulations aged
◦
◦
at 85 C and 55 C with a dose rate of 1.5 kGy/h.

Figure 3.49.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity vs.

EVA specimens aged at

Figure 3.50.

85◦ C

with irradiation dose rate of

0.94

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity vs.

EVA specimens aged at

55◦ C

with irradiation dose rate of

0.94

frequency for
kGy/h.

frequency for
kGy/h.

The real part of permittivity generally increases over the whole frequency range,
but the relative variation remains always below
mittivity is almost constant below

100

10%.

The imaginary part of per-

Hz, in particular observing the behavior of
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samples aged at

55◦ C. Increasing the aging temperature, 00

10 kHz after 200 hours, then stabilizes.

slightly decreases below
00 increases gradually

Above this frequency,

with the aging time.

Figure 3.51.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at

100 kHz vs.

aging

time for EVA specimens.

Figure 3.52.

(a) Real and (b) Imaginary Part of Permittivity at

100

kHz vs.

absorbed dose for EVA specimens.

It is possible to compare the evolution of

0

and

00

with the aging time choosing

an appropriate reference frequency. In this case, the reference frequency of

100

kHz

has been chosen to represent the high-frequency region, where the larger variations
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of

00

are observed. Figs.3.51 and 3.52 show the behavior of the investigated prop-

erties as a function of aging time and absorbed dose.

On the one hand, the real

part of permittivity increases with aging; however, considering the measurement
uncertainty, this property can't be considered as a good aging marker. On the other
00
hand,  increases linearly with the aging time and its increment depends on both
◦
aging temperature and dose rate. It is noteworthy that samples irradiated at 55 C
00
surprisingly exhibit a larger variation of  .
Fig.3.53 summarizes the results of polarization-depolarization current measurements. The conduction current (Fig.3.53a) initially decreases, then uctuates without a clear correlation with aging. Concerning the depolarization characteristics, an
◦
example is shown in Fig.3.53b for samples irradiated at 55 C with a dose rate of

0.94 kGy/h.

After an initial variation, they almost overlap. Therefore, polarization-

depolarization current measurements are not able to evaluate the degradation state
of this EVA-based insulation.

Figure 3.53.

(a) Conduction current vs.

aging time for EVA samples and (b)

Depolarisation current vs. time for specimens aged at
rate of

0.94

55◦ C

with irradiation dose

kGy/h

The results of mechanical testing are reported in gs.3.54-3.57.

Among the

investigated mechanical properties only the EaB have shown a monotone decrease
which depends both on aging time and applied stress level (Fig.3.54).

Young's

Modulus, after an initial increase, uctuates around a constant value. Its behavior
is shown in gs.

3.56 and 3.57 as a function of aging time and absorbed dose,

respectively.
It is noteworthy that the values of elongation at break vs. time are always lower
as the dose rate increases. Anyway, their variation becomes faster as the dose rate is
reduced: the slope of samples irradiated at
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0.42 kGy/h is denitely steeper than the
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slope of samples irradiated at

1.5

kGy/h (Fig.3.54). The temperature has a similar
55◦ C is larger compared with

eect: the relative decrease of samples irradiated at
◦
samples irradiated at 85 C.

Finally, plotting the EaB vs. the total absorbed dose (Fig.3.55), it is possible to
highlight the eect of the dose rate, which appears almost negligible in the range of
doses investigated.

Figure 3.54.

Elongation at break vs. aging time for EVA-based samples aged at
(a)

Figure 3.55.

85◦ C

and (b)

55◦ C.

Elongation at break vs. absorbed dose for EVA-based samples aged
at (a)

85◦ C

and (b)

89

55◦ C.
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Figure 3.56.

Figure 3.57.

Young's Modulus vs. aging time for EVA-based samples aged at (a)

85◦ C

and (b)

55◦ C.

Young's Modulus vs. absorbed dose for EVA-based samples aged at
(a)

85◦ C

and (b)

90

55◦ C.

Chapter 4
Discussion
The integrity and function of NPP low voltage cables are frequently monitored
through insulation resistance, voltage withstand tests and mechanical properties.
Among the mechanical properties, EaB is generally considered one of the best aging
indicators. The advantage in using EaB lies in its eective correlation with aging,
which allows also the comparison of the results obtained with dierent stress levels.
In order to study the evolution of the material properties in a reasonable time,
accelerated aging is usually required; empirical and mathematical models able to
correlate accelerated test results with aging in operation have been already widely
investigated, especially for EaB. Nevertheless, the disadvantage presented by the use
of destructive techniques, which often require an appropriate laboratory, is driving
to search for electrical properties which can be possibly measured on-line by nondestructive tests. Literature regarding the eect of aging on electrical properties of
low voltage insulation is still lacking. Furthermore, experimental results shown in
the previous chapter revealed the importance of choosing an appropriate reference
frequency.

As can be immediately noticed, the dielectric response exhibits only

small variations with aging at power frequency (50
used for capacitance and Tan Delta measurements.
also carried out at

0.1

− 60)

Hz, which is frequently

Tan Delta measurements are

Hz; at this frequency however, the dielectric response of

EVA-based insulation appears insensitive to degradation.
Insulation aging is dened as the irreversible process resulting in the variation
of insulation structure (physical and/or chemical) and properties, compromising
its function.

An important characteristic of a useful condition indicator is that

it demonstrates a trend that changes monotonically with degradation and can be
correlated with the safety related performance. For example, the parameters used
as condition indicators could monitor the change in the chemistry of the material,
monitor the physical properties, or monitor electrical properties of the material. The
aging marker should be sensitive to the eects of aging for the particular material
at dierent stress levels, and its variation must be irreversible.
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It should be borne in mind that insulating polymers produced by cable manufacturers involve many inorganic compounds playing the role of ame retardants,
anti-oxidants, stabilizers, lubricants, plasticizers and dyes. Additives can improve
the mechanical or chemical properties of the insulation and may exceed the

60%

of

the material composition. Their presence obviously alters the eects of aging: the
application of dierent aging stress levels, e.g. performing accelerated aging tests,
can change the balance between the reactions (such as chain scissions, cross-linking
and oxidation), with dierent consequences on the macroscopic properties of the investigated materials. Therefore, it is not possible to identify general rules concerning
the chemistry of the aging processes and the performance of the insulating material,
even if the degradation mechanisms of the pure polymer are already known. Any
experimental evidence obtained from materials actually used as insulations can help
to understand the consequences of the aging processes on their properties.
Due to their composition, additives can strongly inuence the electrical properties of the polymer. Especially during accelerated aging, processes like additive
migration or diusion could aect the material electrical properties, without compromising its integrity and function. Therefore, it is necessary to correlate the electrical property variation with other properties, which are actual aging indicators,
i.e. EaB, OIT/OITp and density. The correlation between electrical aging markers
and insulation physical/chemical properties is the aim of the following sections.

4.1 Cross-Linked Polyethylene
The cable consisted of a coaxial cross-linked polyethylene insulation, shielded by
copper polyester tape and copper wire braids, housed in an EVA jacketing.

The

insulation was aged under the conditions given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1.

Accelerated aging experiments for XLPE insulation.

Exp. No.

2
5
6
8
9

Temperature [◦ C]

Dose Rate [kGy/h]

85

0.42

85

1.06

85

0.76

55

1.06

55

0.76

The accelerated aging was eective, because it caused signicant changes in several measured properties over the aging time. The elongation at break, for example,
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was reduced to less than

5% of the initial value for the most aged samples at all aging
50% absolute. It should be noted that

stress levels, with nal EaB-values lower than

the reduction of the sample length for testing led to EaB values higher than what
would be expected for XLPE. However, the relative changes between the samples
are correct and possible relationships between mechanical and electrical data would
also be maintained.
In order to estimate the life under dierent thermal-radiation stresses, an experimental data tting is performed. Fig.4.1 shows a linear regression in log-log scale,
thus using an inverse power law:

EaB = atb1
The tting was performed in the interval

(4.1)

[200,1000] h of
85◦ C and 0.42

aging, down to an EaB

of 50% absolute.

For specimens aged at

performed between

400 h and 1000 h, where the experimental data follow an inverse

kGy/h, the tting was

power law.

Figure 4.1.

85◦ C

and (b)

Elongation at break vs.

55◦ C.

aging time for XLPE samples aged at (a)

Experimental data tting is performed using an inverse power
law.

The dose rate eect can be quantied plotting the DED (dose required to reach
an absolute EaB of

50%)

as a function of the dose rate (Fig.4.2b).

If dose rate

eects are present, the DED usually increases with the dose rate (see section 1.4.1).
In this case, the degradation of the surface causes the DED to decrease when the
◦
specimens are aged at 1.06 kGy/h, especially at 55 C. Fig.4.2a shows the cable
life (also calculated using an elongation at break of
a function of the dose rate and temperature.
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50%

absolute as end-point) as

Observing specimens aged with a
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dose rate above 1 kGy/h, the fast surface degradation of the specimens causes the
EaB to drop below the

50%

within

600

aging hours, making the eect of the aging

temperature less important compared with specimens aged at

Figure 4.2.

0.76

kGy/h.

(a) Life and (b) DED vs. Dose Rate for XLPE samples aged at

◦
and 55 C.

85◦ C

Results from electrical measurements also showed signicant changes with the
aging time over the whole frequency range.

Among the investigated properties,

the most suitable electrical aging markers are located at the frequency where their
relative variations are larger, i.e.:

• 0.1
• 100

Hz for

0 ;

kHz for

00 .

Even if the imaginary part of permittivity at 50 Hz seems to be a good aging indicator (smooth exponential increase with aging time, which depends on the applied
stress level), it was not selected for the comparison since at low dose rates and low
temperatures its variation becomes signicant only after

600 hours, whereas the EaB

shows a remarkable drop from the beginning of the aging experiment. Crossplots of
0
00
EaB vs.  at 0.1 Hz and vs.  at 100 kHz are shown in g. 4.3a and 4.3b, respec◦
tively. The dose rate (in kGy/h) and temperature (in C) are shown in the legend,
next to the sample label. The same notation is used in the gures throughout this
chapter.
Both the real and imaginary parts of permittivity for XLPE show similar behavior when compared to the elongation at break. From Fig.4.3, no clear relation
between EaB and the investigated electrical properties can be found. Samples aged
◦
at lower dose rates (≤ 0.76 kGy/h) and 85 C show a linear trend in the semi-log
◦
plot, whereas a dierent trend can be noticed for samples aged at 55 C, as well as
at the highest dose rate (1.06 kGy/h).
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Figure 4.3.

XLPE - Crossplots of EaB and (a)

'

at

0.1

Hz, (b)



at

100

kHz.

This discrepancy is caused by diusion-limited oxidation (DLO), where the oxygen consumption rate is higher than the oxygen supply rate through diusion. Elongation at break is strongly aected by the more oxidized layer near the surface
(Fig.4.4), where cracks can be initiated and quickly propagate through the sample,
whereas electrical measurements are averaged over the sample cross-section. This
means that comparing EaB to electrical properties for samples where DLO-eects
are present can result in comparing the worst aged part to that of the average, which
does not necessarily behave in the same way.

Figure 4.4.

DLO causes surface cracks aecting tensile testing results.

The oxidation proles, characterized by FTIR spectroscopy across the sample
thickness are shown in Fig.4.5. The plots show the ratio between carbonyl peak and
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C − H2

stretch peak areas, after

1000

aging hours, for three samples aged under

dierent dose rate-temperature stresses. The samples are located between
and

400 µm;

−300 µm

the cable outer surface is on the left hand side (light blue region in

Fig.4.5), whereas the inner part is on the right (dark violet in Fig.4.5). The brighter
the colour, the higher the concentration of oxidation products, and a clear gradient
can be seen between the surface in contact with air and the inside, which faces the
conductor. This provides further proof that the samples are heterogeneously aged.
The results from FTIR mapping further indicate that the total amount of oxidation
is similar for samples aged at each temperature, but the distribution diers. This
suggests that all the oxygen that diuses through the sample surface is consumed,
and because the rate of diusion varies with the temperature, more oxygen can
diuse through the sample at the higher temperature.

This, in turn, results in a

higher total degree of oxidation for the higher temperature.

Figure 4.5.

FTIR map over the sample thickness. The color scale represents the

1720 cm−1 ) and the C − H2
−1 ).
(≈ 2900 cm

ratio of the areas of the carbonyl peak (≈

stretch peak

Hence, DLO eects make the comparison of EaB to electrical properties not
appropriate, but the comparison with other thickness-averaged properties, such as
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density of the whole cross-section, may yield better correlations. A crossplot of density and real part of permittivity at 0.1 Hz is shown in Fig.4.6a, while the correlation
00
with  at 100 kHz is shown in Fig.4.6b.

Figure 4.6.

XLPE - Crossplots of density and (a)

'

at

0.1

Hz, (b)



at

100

kHz.

As the material ages, the density increases due to the introduction of oxygen
into the polymer [24, 25, 86]. An increase in density can depend also on an increase
in crystallinity, since the crystals have higher density than the amorphous parts,
but DSC measurements did not show signicant changes in crystallinity over aging
time. Fig.4.6 shows a clear linear trend between density and the chosen electrical
00
properties, particularly good with  at 100 kHz. This suggests that dielectric spectroscopy can give a good indication of the average level of oxidation in the sample, at
least for almost pure polyethylene (only small amounts of additives, such as antioxidants, were found during the preliminary characterization). For a homogeneously
aged sample, the oxidation can likely be correlated to the elongation at break, and
dielectric spectroscopy is a viable option for the condition monitoring of this cable.
Literature conrms that dielectric response can be used as an indicator of aging processes occurring in polymer insulation [87, 88, 89].

The radiation-induced

increase in the quantity of polar (mainly carbonyl) groups causes an increase in
polarity, and thus the increase of the magnitude of dielectric relaxation processes
can clearly be connected with the radiation-induced oxidation [90, 91]. In order to
evaluate the possible application of dielectric spectroscopy as CM technique, and
00
the reliability of  at 100 kHz as aging marker, the inuence of the test temperature on its behavior with aging was investigated. These tests could also reveal the
prevailing degradation mechanisms. Fig. 4.7 shows the behavior of  at 100 kHz
◦
◦
for specimens aged at 85 C and 55 C, with irradiation dose rate of 0.76 kGy/h, at
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three dierent test temperatures,

25◦ C, 50◦ C,

and

80◦ C.

The test temperature does
◦
not aect the behavior  with aging only for samples aged at 55 C. For samples
◦
aged at 85 C, an increase in the test temperature result in a smaller variation of 
with aging.

Figure 4.7.

 at 100 kHz for
85◦ C and (b) 55◦ C with irradiation dose rate of 0.76 kGy/h.

Inuence of the test temperature on the values of

specimens aged at (a)

Two main eects can be evidenced when polyethyelene is subjected to ionizing
radiation in air: crosslinking and oxidative degradation. In general, the dominating
process is determined by material structural peculiarities and irradiation conditions.
As previously mentioned in section 2.3.3, polyethylene displays three characteristic
relaxations zones called
The

α

and

β

α, β

and

γ

relaxations, in order of decreasing temperature.

relaxations are commonly attributed to the relaxation mechanisms in

the crystalline and amorphous phases, respectively; the

γ

relaxation, according to

dierent authors, is due to the localized motions of chain ends or branches associated
with the amorphous phase [92, 93, 94, 95].
The

β -relaxation

is attributed to the amorphous regions because its magnitude

increases with decreasing crystalline fraction. The amount of polar groups increases
with increasing absorbed dose, causing modication of the dielectric properties, especially dielectric

β -relaxation; in the crystalline regions indeed, the macromolecules

have very small mobility and oxygen is almost unable to diuse. Because of that,
oxidative degradation and crosslinking mostly take place in the amorphous phase
[96] and on boundary layers (lamellae fold-surface interfaces) resulting in two main
eects (Fig.4.8):

•

polar groups introduced by oxidation cause the increment of the
peak;
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•

crosslinking restricts the motion of macromolecules, resulting in a shift of the

β

peak to higher temperatures with increasing absorbed dose.

Figure 4.8.

Dielectric loss tangent versus temperature of LDPE

0.3

mm thick

samples irradiated in air (room temperature) with an irradiation dose rate of

9

kGy/h [93].

The independence of



at

100

kHz from the test temperature indicates that in

this temperature range the dielectric response exhibits a at behavior; therefore,
the results are probably obtained between

β

α

relaxation peaks (truncated in
◦
g. 4.8). Results reported in g. 4.7b suggest that for samples aged at 55 C under
gamma-irradiation, the increase of the
leads to the variation of  at

100 kHz.

β

and

peak with aging time related to oxidation

However, the inuence of the test temperature

on its increment is almost negligible. The β peak increases also for samples aged at
85◦ C, but in this case, the eect of the test temperature becomes noticeable; this can
be likely associated with the shift of the

β

peak to higher temperatures, indicating a

higher crosslinking degree. Further investigation, in particular soluble/gel fraction
measurement, is required to prove this theory.

However, dielectric spectroscopy

performed at dierent temperatures conrmed the reliability of



at

100

kHz as a

cable insulation aging marker.

4.2 Ethylene-Propylene Rubber
The cable consisted of three EPR insulations contained within an inner sheath of
CSPE ller, screened by mineral tape and metal sheaths and covered by a thin
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CSPE outer jacket. The aging conditions for these samples are presented in Table
4.2. Samples are taken from a power cable, therefore, the diameter of the conductor
is large and make the cable resistant to bending.

Since a large amount of these

samples would have lled up the thermobox, so only three dierent combinations of
dose rate-temperature were applied.

Table 4.2.

Accelerated aging experiments for EPR insulation.

Exp. No.

Temperature [◦ C]

Dose Rate [kGy/h]

85

0.39

85

1.58

55

1.58

2
5
9

The accelerated aging was eective, in that it caused signicant changes in several
measured properties over the aging time. The elongation at break, for example, was
reduced to less than 100% absolute at all aging stress levels. For samples irradiated
at

1.58

kGy/h, the nal EaB values are close to the

50%

absolute. The results of

mechanical testing are reported in g.4.9, as a function of the aging time. In order to
estimate the life under dierent thermal-radiation stresses, a linear regression with
the experimental data in log-log scale is performed, i.e. using an inverse power law
(Fig.4.9):

EaB = atb1

Figure 4.9.

(4.2)

Elongation at break vs. aging time for EPR-based insulations. Ex-

perimental data tting is performed using an inverse power law.

The eect of the dose rate becomes clear comparing samples aged at
dose rates of

0.39

kGy/h and

1.58

85◦ C,

with

kGy/h. As the dose rate increases, in fact, the
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total dose required to reach the same level of degradation (EaB

= 50%)

almost

doubles. In addition, also the aging temperature aects the variation of mechanical
◦
properties with aging: for specimens aged at 55 C, the degradation is slightly slower,
as conrmed by the life and DED values of g.4.10.

Figure 4.10.

(a) Life and (b) DED vs. Dose Rate for EPR-based samples aged at

85◦ C

and

55◦ C.

Also in this case, the results of electrical measurements showed signicant changes
with the aging time over the whole frequency range, and the behavior of the properties investigated by dielectric spectroscopy is similar to that shown by XLPE. The
most suitable electrical aging markers are:

• 0.1
• 100

Hz for

0 ;

kHz for

00 .

At low frequency, EPR insulation presents a sharper and more dened increase of

00



(gs. 3.34, 3.41 and 3.42); however this variation is not correlated with any of the

investigated chemical/physical aging markers: depending on the applied stress level,
each crossplot exhibits a particular trend. Similar considerations can be applied to
the quantities extracted by FFT analysis of depolarization currents.
0
00
The crossplots of  (at 0.1 Hz) and  (at 100 kHz) with elongation at break,
Young's modulus and density are shown in gs.
of permittivity at

100

4.11-4.13.

The imaginary part

kHz is the best aging indicator for EPR-based insulations.

Fig.4.12a shows a considerable initial drop in elongation at break accompanied by
00
moderate changes of  . This means that dielectric spectroscopy may be inappropriate to monitor the initial part of degradation, but at longer times, before the samples
reach

50%

EaB,



changes signicantly and can be more eectively monitored.

Young's modulus increases with aging time, although the increase is more moderate. A crossplot of Young's modulus and
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at

100

kHz is presented in g.4.12b.
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Figure 4.11.

EPR - Crossplots of (a) EaB and (b) Young's Modulus with

' at 0.1

Hz.

Figure 4.12.

EPR - Crossplots of (a) EaB and (b) Young's Modulus with

100

kHz.
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The increase in modulus is well-correlated with the changes in



at

100 kHz.

Its

increment is likely caused by a higher crosslinking degree. Due to the almost linear
relationship between these two properties, it should be possible to evaluate Young's
modulus from dielectric spectroscopy also for low levels of degradation.
The real part of permittivity at

0.1

Hz also shows a fairly good correlation with

mechanical properties (Fig.4.11), whose trend resembles the previous one. However,
especially at low dose rates, its variation is quite small even for samples which exhibit
a remarkable reduction of EaB, limiting its application as aging indicator.
To further understand the nature of crosslinking, density measurements were car0 at 0.1 Hz and 00 at 100 kHz are shown in Fig.4.13. Also

ried out. Crossplots with

in this case, these results show a good correlation, with an almost linear relationship.
It should be observed that
than

'

at

0.1

Hz.



at

100

kHz is still more sensitive to density variation

The increase in density is likely caused by the introduction of

oxygen to the polymer chain, i.e.

oxidation.

Furthermore, loss of volatile parts,

can be also the cause of the increasing density. Further investigation is required to
understand the actual degradation process.
However, the degradation of this EPR-based insulation can be reasonably well
monitored through dielectric spectroscopy, at least in aging conditions similar to
those used for this work, using the imaginary part of permittivity at

Figure 4.13.

EPR - Crossplots of density with (a)
kHz.
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kHz [97].
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4.3 Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate
The cable presented two EVA insulations with a high ller content (only the

42%

wt of the insulation is actually a polymer) within an inner sheath of EVA/PE. This
is shielded by a copper wire braid and covered by an outer sheath of EVA/PE. The
aging conditions for this cable are given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3.

Accelerated aging experiments for EVA insulation.

Exp. No.

Temperature [◦ C]

Dose Rate [kGy/h]

85

0.42

85

1.50

85

0.94

55

1.50

55

0.94

2
5
6
8
9

Figure 4.14.
(a)

85◦ C

Elongation at break vs. aging time for EVA-based samples aged at

and (b)

55◦ C.

Experimental data tting is performed using a logarithmic
function.

The aging of EVA-based samples clearly aected several insulation properties,
and the aging was eective in that it reduced the elongation at break to around
for the most aged samples, i.e. those aged at
not reach the end-point within

1.50

50%

kGy/h. For samples which do

1000 hours, the trend is anyway well-dened and the

extrapolation feasible. In order to estimate the life under dierent thermal-radiation
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stresses, an experimental data tting is performed. A logarithmic function was used,
which corresponds to a linear regression in log-lin scale:

EaB = b0 + b1 log10 t

(4.3)

The insulation life based on the elongation at break is dose rate-independent in
◦
Cables irradiated at 55 C present a steeper

the range of dose rates investigated.

slope, which reduces their life and DED. The faster degradation of samples aged
at lower temperature is found in literature as "inverse temperature" eect [31, 98,
99, 100] for semi-crystalline materials aged in the range of temperature where the
crystalline phase melts. The DED remarkably increases with the dose rate, at least
in the range here investigated, indicating the presence of physical or chemical dose
rate eects. It should be noted that the steep decrease of EaB can be associated
with both crosslinking and chain scission occurring during aging.

Figure 4.15.

(a) Life and (b) DED vs. Dose Rate for EVA-based samples aged at

85◦ C

and

55◦ C.

Fig.4.16 summarizes the results of OITp measurements performed on the unaged
55◦ C and 85◦ C. The thermogram revealed

sample as well as on specimens aged at

two broad endothermic peaks attributed to two types of crystallites of various size
and lattice defects. It is reported in literature that EVA transition temperatures are
◦
usually located in two ranges; a lower transition temperature is located at 40 − 60 C
◦
and a higher one in the range of 80 − 90 C [101]. Generally, it is assumed that larger
crystals with better-dened structure show higher melting temperatures; in g.4.16
the transition at the highest temperature is indicated with Tm , and corresponds to
89◦ C for the unaged material. The low temperature transition is situated around
75◦ C, meaning that small crystallites characterized by low melting points are not
present.
For the insulation aged at
value of

Tm

55◦ C

with dose rates of

0.94

and

1.50

kGy/h, the

do not change with aging. The enthalpy of fusion determined from the
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transitions (extended from

55◦ C to 100◦ C) increases from 22.3 J/g to about 28.2 J/g

for the most severely damaged samples. When the transition peak shifts to higher
temperatures, the eect is usually attributed to the increase in structural regularity
◦
and to the enhanced crystal thickness. For samples aged at 55 C, the variations of
Tm are situated in the narrow range of 89.5 − 91.3◦ C. Furthermore, the intensity of
the peak increases, contrary to the low-temperature one which almost disappears. It
seems that the crystallites change structure and their population grows as might be
concluded from the increase in the enthalpy of fusion (≈

30%).

The last eect might

be attributed to the radiation induced scission of tie macromolecules resulting in the
growth of crystalline size and eventually in the increase of ordered phase contribution
[102].

Figure 4.16.

Examples of DSC-OITp thermograms obtained from EVA-based
insulation before and after accelerated aging.

The thermograms substantially change when aging is performed at

85◦ C,

i.e. at

temperature corresponding to the melting state of a signicant part of the crystalline
phase.

The endothermic high-temperature transitions are shifted towards higher
Tm becomes approximately 8◦ C higher. At 85◦ C, when thermal

temperatures, as

equilibrium is reached, all crystallites with melting points smaller than the annealing temperature are melted; afterwards, when cooling, they form new crystallites
of melting point higher or lower than the annealing temperature[47]. Additionally,
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under such conditions, the original crystals having melting temperature higher than
85◦ C continuously improve their structure in the reorganization process[103]. The
phenomenon corresponds to the temperature dependent isothermal crystallization.
In such circumstances, enthalpy of fusion should increase due to favorable environment for the formation of well dened, larger crystals. Nevertheless, simultaneously
gamma-radiation induces scission of the polymer macromolecules, and for this reason, the resultant degree of crystallinity does not increase and a low temperature
◦
◦
peak at 68 C is observed. Probably, the crystallites melted at 85 C, when exposed to
ionizing radiation, are prone to crosslink due to intense conformational movements
at this temperature. The eect was conrmed earlier for some other polymers, e.g.
polytetrafuoroethylene [104].
Changes in OITp determined by accelerated aging are presented in Fig.4.17.
The signicant reduction of the values with increasing dose was conrmed for aging
◦
◦
◦
conducted both at 55 C and at 85 C; the OITp decreases by ≈ 30 C in the rst case
◦
and by ≈ 20 C in the second one. Results suggest that the nature of the processes
for dose rates situated in the range of

Figure 4.17.

OITp vs.

0.42 − 1.50

kGy/h is generally the same.

absorbed dose for EVA-based samples aged at (a) 0.94

kGy/h and (b) 1.50 kGy/h. Note that samples aged at lower temperature exhibit
larger property variations.

Interestingly, as it is shown in Fig.4.17, the gradual reduction of OITp is strongly
temperature dependent. For both dose rates, 0.94 and 1.50 kGy/h, the aging eect
◦
◦
on OITp is much severe at 55 C than 85 C, conrming that radiation eects in the
molten state are dierent than in crystallites, and that this dierence results in abnormal behavior of the accelerated aged insulation. Crosslinking not only increases
thermal stability, but also hinders diusion of oxygen necessary for oxidative degradation. The inverse eect seems to be deeper for lower dose rate, i.e. at
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It seems that the generation of intermolecular bonds by ionizing radiation in the
melted crystals results in hindering exothermic oxidative processes identied above
200◦ C on the thermograms.
As previously shown, the imaginary part of permittivity in the high frequency
range is more sensitive to aging; its increment is associated with polar groups induced by radio-oxidation [74, 105]. The imaginary part of permittivity is therefore
preferred for the crossplots rather than the real part, whose variation does not exceed
10%. This property provides a further conrmation of the results obtained by OITp
and EaB measurements. Indeed, the eect of the dose rate is almost negligible in
the range of doses investigated, while the "inverse temperature" eect is evidenced
comparing samples aged at

Figure 4.18.

0.94

kGy/h (Fig.4.18a) and

100 kHz vs.
0.94 kGy/h and (b) 1.50 kGy/h.

Imaginary part of permittivity at

based samples aged at (a)

1.50

kGy/h (Fig.4.18b).

absorbed dose for EVANote that samples aged

at lower temperature exhibit larger property variations.

OITp, EaB and

00

at high frequency revealed the same phenomenon, i.e. the so-

called "inverse temperature eect". In order to understand the correlation between
00
these properties, crossplots of  (100 kHz, 1 MHz) and EaB are depicted in Fig.4.19.
00
The best correlation is shown by  at 1 MHz; on the one hand, especially for samples
aged at

0.42 kGy/h, the EaB shows a remarkable drop accompanied by moderate
00 , which limits the initial eectiveness of the selected quantity as aging

changes in
indicator.

On the other hand, the imaginary part of permittivity becomes more

sensitive and better-correlated to EaB when the latter falls below

100%

absolute,

that can be advantageous for its application as CM method.
00
Crossplots of  (100 kHz, 1 MHz) and OITp are depicted in Fig.4.20. In this case,
00
the best correlation is shown by  at 100 kHz. The linear trend of the correlation
indicates that the investigated electrical property is sensitive also to small changes
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in OITp.

Observing the data reported in Fig.4.20a, the OITp associated with a
00 at 100 kHz can vary within a range of ≈ 5◦ C, corresponding to
◦
of the total OITp decrease (≈ 30 C).

precise value of
the

15%

Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.20.

EVA - Crossplots of EaB and

EVA - Crossplots of OITp and





at (a)

at (a)

100

100

kHz and (b)

kHz and (b)

1

1

MHz.

MHz.

Other measurements did not provide further information. The changes in density are small, because its value is predominantly determined by the llers.

The

uncertainties in the measurements are of a comparable magnitude, so conclusions
based on density measurements are dicult to draw. FTIR and TGA results did
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not reveal signicant changes with aging. In addition, the presence of carbon black
and a signicant fraction of llers in the system are believed to hide the aging eects
revealed by infrared spectroscopy.
The dielectric response of EVA-based insulations is strongly inuenced by the
vinyl-acetate content, which usually determines degree of cristallinity and melting
temperatures [73, 101, 106].

Results obtained from OITp measurements revealed

the eect of the aging temperature on crystallite melting temperatures and peak
intensity. Melting temperatures are located at relatively low temperature, thus the
00
analysis of the test temperature inuence on the behavior of  at high frequency is
required to evaluate the reliability of the aging marker. Fig. 4.21 shows the behavior
◦
◦
of  at 100 kHz for specimens aged at 85 C and 55 C, with irradiation dose rate
◦
◦
◦
of 0.94 kGy/h, at three dierent test temperatures, 25 C, 50 C, and 80 C. The
00
increasing test temperature reduces the absolute value of  ; however, its increment
with aging is conserved as the trends are almost parallel. Furthermore, this behavior
00
is observed at both aging temperatures, also by  at 1 MHz. These considerations
make the high-frequency

Figure 4.21.



a suitable aging indicator for condition monitoring.

 at 100 kHz for
85◦ C and (b) 55◦ C with irradiation dose rate of 0.94 kGy/h.

Inuence of the test temperature on the values of

specimens aged at (a)

Some considerations can be made from the temperature behavior of
frequency.



at high-

Ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymers exhibit intermediate properties be-

tween the two homopolymers, polyethylene and vinyl acetate (VA), depending on
the proportion of both comonomers. These intermediate properties are consequences
of the complex morphological architecture of these copolymers, which is in general
composed of a crystalline phase (comprised of poly-methylenic units), an interfacial
region (with both ethylenic and VA segments) and a complex amorphous phase (with
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non-crystallized methylenic segments and VA units). EVA relaxation processes are
very complex, the assignments in the literature are controversial and precise explanations for the relationship between the relaxation processes and the VA content
are not well established. A complete study of phase transitions and relaxation processes of EVA copolymers is presented in [107]. Comparing the DSC thermograms
presented in this paper with those of Fig. 4.16, the EVA-based insulation studied in
this Ph.D. thesis presents likely a relatively low VA content, let say

≤ 20%.

Since

the dielectric spectroscopy performed at increasing test temperatures revealed a decrease of the high-frequency

,

the experimental data are related to a polarization
25◦ C). This polarization peak is related to

peak located at lower temperatures (≤
the

α

relaxation (270

− 290

K) involving preferentially the methylene interfacial

units. It is thus associated with the motion of the chains in the interfacial region of
the polymer matrix [107]. It is known that interfacial regions and tie molecules play
a determinant role in the "inverse temperature" eect. Therefore, their relation with
the high-frequency imaginary part of permittivity could explain how this electrical
property is able to detect this particular degradation mechanism.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Low-voltage electrical cables and their condition assessment are top research priorities for the nuclear industry. In the framework of the ADVANCE European project,
a representative selection of safety-related cables was studied.
sis focuses in particular on three dierent materials, i.e.

This Ph.

D. the-

XLPE, EPR-based and

EVA-based insulations. Cable jackets were removed, and only the insulations were
subjected to accelerated aging, under the simultaneous application of thermal and
gamma-radiation stresses.
The impact of cable aging on the electrical parameters was monitored and characterized adapting and optimizing condition monitoring techniques developed mainly
for HV and MV cables, i.e. dielectric spectroscopy, polarization-depolarization current measurements and space charge measurements. Insulation aging is dened as
the irreversible process resulting in the variation of insulation structure (physical
and/or chemical) and properties, compromising its function. A good condition indicator should present a monotone and remarkable trend with degradation.

The

aging marker should be sensitive to the eects of aging for the particular material
at dierent stress levels and its variation must be irreversible.
Space charge measurements performed with PEA method did not reveal useful
aging markers. Samples aged with low stress levels presented an almost negligible
variation of the extracted quantities, e.g. the maximum stored charge density, and
the interpretation of the results is often not easy.

Similar considerations can be

made for the trap-controlled mobility and trap depth distribution. Therefore, the
application of space charge measurements to low-voltage NPP cables can give only
a qualitative evaluation of material degradation, through the space charge density
pattern. The main concerns consist in the low-voltage cable design: loose contacts,
small thickness, dispersive materials (additives) blurs the results of HV tests like
space charge measurements.
Polarization-depolarization current measurements provide other electrical quantities like conductivity and very-low-frequency dielectric response. Conductivity can
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not be a suitable aging indicator.

In general, after an initial variation, it usually

uctuates without a clear trend. The depolarization characteristics varies with aging only for XLPE and EPR-based insulations. The interfacial contribution to the
real part of susceptibility and the dielectric losses of XLPE increases with aging,
but their behavior is not clearly correlated with the applied stresses.

EPR-based

insulations presents a more remarkable increase of the very low frequency dielectric
response. However, when these variations are correlated with elongation at break or
density, the do not t to the same curve. This means that the value of the electrical
aging marker corresponding to the mechanical end-point (typically 50% absolute
elongation) could change with the aging stress applied.
Dielectric spectroscopy is the most promising electrical condition monitoring
−2
6
technique among those investigated in this work. Between 10
Hz and 10 Hz, both
0
00
real ( ) and imaginary ( ) parts of permittivity of XLPE and EPR-based insulations
0
increases over the whole frequency range. The variation of  is more evident at
00
low frequency, while  increases remarkably also in the high frequency range. For
EVA-based insulation, the aging strongly aects the dielectric losses only at high
frequency, and the real part of permittivity presents almost negligible variations.
From these observations it is possible to understand why electrical measurements
at power frequency are commonly considered not useful for condition monitoring:
dielectric spectroscopy revealed that at power frequency the variation of the cable
electrical properties is very limited.
From the correlation of electrical quantities with mechanical properties and density, some important conclusions can be drawn. The real part of permittivity at
Hz and the imaginary part at

100

0.1

kHz are well-correlated with density. However,

diusion-limited oxidation (DLO) strongly aects the elongation at break:

cable

outer surface is more oxidized and cracks initiated and quickly propagated through
the sample, whereas electrical measurements are averaged over the sample crosssection. This in turn means that comparing elongation to electrical properties for
samples where DLO-eects are present can result in comparing the worst aged part
to the average, which does not necessarily behave in the same way. The good correlation with density suggested that dielectric spectroscopy can give a good indication
of the average level of oxidation in the sample. For a homogeneously aged sample,
the oxidation can likely be correlated with the elongation at break, and dielectric
spectroscopy is a viable option for the condition monitoring of this cable.
EPR-based insulation shows the best correlation between electrical aging mark00
ers, mechanical properties and density, especially considering  at 100 kHz which is
related to oxidation. DLO is known to be lower on EPR-based materials, allowing
the correlation of elongation with electrical aging markers. Also the real part of permittivity at

0.1

Hz could be used as aging indicator, even if data presented a larger

scatter. Even if its variation is remarkable, the imaginary part of permittivity at

0.1

Hz does not correlate with elongation or density. Again, the best aging marker
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is located at high frequency.
At high frequency, the imaginary part of EVA-based insulation correlates well
with oxidation induction temperature, whereas the correlation with elongation became feasible only when this mechanical property value is already below
solute.

However, all properties reveal the same phenomenon, i.e.

100%

ab-

the so-called

"inverse temperature eect", meaning that their variation was related to similar
radio-oxidation degradation mechanisms.
Concluding, dielectric spectroscopy showed that the imaginary part of permittivity at high frequency could be used as aging indicator, at least for the materials
investigated in this work, which are widely used as NPP low-voltage cable insula00
tion. In the high frequency range, the increment of  is related to oxidation, i.e.,
the main degradation mechanism of cable insulations. However, it is necessary to
prove the sensitivity of this aging marker at lower stresses, more similar to those
found in NPP during operation. On the one hand, dielectric spectroscopy could be
applied as non-destructive test on "pace" cables for ongoing qualication. On the
other hand, its application as in-situ condition monitoring technique is limited to
shielded cables, which presents a xed ground reference.
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